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COMPILED EDITION

Art. 3182
CN 1 804,

Art. 2091.
Every provision which is enacted in
the present chapter, cannot prejudice
the rights which third persons may have
on the immovable given by way of anti
chresis.
If the creditor, in possession by way
of antichresis, has by any other title
some privilege or mortgage, lawfully
established and preserved thereon, he
will come in his rank as every other
creditor.

Tout ce qui est statue au present
chapitre ne prejudicie point aux droit.s
que des tiers pourraient avoir sur le
fonds de l'immeuble remis a titre d'an
tichrese.
Si le creancier, muni a ce titre, a
d'ailleurs sur le fonds, des privileges
ou hypotheques legalement 6tablis et
conserves, il les exerce a son ordre et
comme tout autre creancier.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "at the difference of the"
should be "in contrast to."

TITLE XXI-OF PRIVILEGES*
*See general comment by redactors, Projet, p. 364.

Chapter I

GENE RAL PROVISIONS

-

ART. 3182. Whoever has bound himself personally, is obliged
to fulfill his engagements out of all his property, movable and im·
movable, present and future.
RCC�1757, 1 7 6 1, 1 7 9 9, 1887, 1 90 1 , 1 903, 1 926, 1968, 1969, 1991 et seq.,
1997, 3172, 3183, 3278, 3311, 3320, 3328. CP-8.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 3 1 82.
s·ame as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 3 1 49.
(Projet, p. 364. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Whoever has bound himself perQuiconque s'est oblige personnellesonally, is obliged to fulfil his enment, est tenu de remplir son engage
ment sur tous ses biens mobiliers et
gagement out of all his property, moveable and immoveable, present and
immobiliers, presens et a venir.
future.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 .804,

Art. 2092.
Same as CC 1 825, Art. 3 149, above.

Same as CC 1825, Art. 3149, above.

ART.
3183. The property of the debtor is the common pledge
of his creditors, and the proceeds of its sale must he distributed among
them ratahly, unless there exist among the creditors some lawful
causes of p reference.
RCC-1 1 8 1 , 1 967, 1 968, 1 9 6 9, 1 97S, 1989, 1990, 2149, 3093, 3133, 31 67,
3 1 8 1, 3 1 82, 3 184, 3207, 3240.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 3 1 83.
s·ame as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 3 1 50.

�'\me as above.

( Projet, p. 3 64. Amendment adopted ; no com
ment)
Les biens du debiteur sont le gsge
commun de ses creanciers, et le prix
s'en distribue entr'eux par contribution,
a moins qu'il n'y ait entre les crean
ciers des causes Iegitimes de preference.
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CC 1 808, p. 468,

Art. 67, par. 1 ..

Art. 3186

-p. 469, Art. 67, par. 1 .

Same as above.

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"ait'', and after "les creanciers."

CN 1 804, Art. 2093.

Same as above.

ART.

Same as above; but semicolon ( ; )
after "ses creanciers"; no punctuation
after "ait'', or after "les creanciers."

3184.

Lawful c auses of preference

are privilege

and

mor tg ages.
RCC-3181, 3183, 3185, 3186, 3282.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 3 1 84.

(Same as Art. 3184 of Proposed Revision of 1869 )

Same as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 3 1 5 1 .

(Projet, p. 365. Amendment t adopted; no comment)
Lawful causes of preference are privi
Les causes Iegitimes de preference
leges and mol'tgages.
sont les privileges et les hypotheques.

CC 1 808, p. 468,

Art. 67, par. 2.

-p. 469, Art. 67, par. 2.

These lawful causes of preference are
such as res ult from privileges and mort
gages.

Ces causes Iegitimes de preference
sont celles qui resultent des privileges
et hypotheques.

CN 1 804, Art. 2094.

Same as CC 1825, Art. 3151, above.
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 8 00),

Same as above.

Les causes Iegitimes de preference
sont les privileges et hypetheques.

Book III, Title VI, Art. 3.
Same as CC 1825, Art. 3151, above.

ART. 3185. Privilege c an be claimed only for those deb ts to
which i t i s expressly granted in this C ode.
RCC-2705, 2772, 2823, 3093, 3157, 3183, 318 4 , 3186, 3191, 3217, 3218,
3220, 3222, 3224 et seq., 32 27, 3232 et seq., 3237 , 3249, 3252, 3312.
CP722, 7 2 4, 725.

RCC 1 8 70,

Art. 3 1 85.
Same as above.

CC 1 825,

(Projet, p. 365. Addition :t: adopted; no comment)
On ne pourra reclamer de privilege
que pour les creances auxquel les ce droit
est expressement accorde dans ce Code.

Art. 3 1 52.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Ch apter

2-0F THE SEVERAL KINDS OF PRIVILEGES

ART. 3186. Privilege is a right, which the n ature of a deb t
gives to a creditor, and which entitles him to be preferred before
o ther credi tors, even tho s e who have mortg ages.
RCC-2197, 2377, 2755, 3095, 3157, 3184, 3185, 3187, 3188, 3269, 3278,
3347, 3348, 3368, 339 7, 3404. CP-722. Acts 1 8 9 8, No. 159 §5 (as am. by
1910, No. 212; 1914, No. 1 9 9 ; and 1926, No. 7 ) ; 1912, No. 195; 1918, No. 198,
§4 (as am. by 1922, No. 81; 1 9 2 4, No. 232 ; and 1936, No. 178) .

RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 86.
Same as above.
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Art. 3187
CC 1 825, Art. 31 53.

Same as above.

Amendment adopted ; n o com
(Projet, p . 365.
ment)
Le p rivilege est un droit que la qualite
de la creance donne a un creancier,
d'etre prefere aux autres creanciers,
meme hypothecaires.
-p. 469, Art. 68.

CC 1 808, p. 468, Art. 68.

Privilege is a right which the nature
of a debt gives to a creditor and which
intitles [entitles] him to be preferred
before other creditors, even those who
have mortgages and are prior in time.

Le privilege, est un droit que la
qualite de la creance donne a un cre
ancier, d'etre prefere aux autres cre
anciers, meme hypothecaires, quoique
d'une date anterieure.

CN 1 804, Art. 2095.

Same

as

CC 182 5, Art. 3 153, above.

Same as CC 1825, Art. 3 1 53, above;
but no punctuation after "creancier."

ART. 3187. Among creditors who are privileged, the prefer
ence is settled by the different nature of their privileges.
RCC-3186, 3188, 3191, 3226, 3238, 3247, 32 5 1 , 3254, 32 61.
RCC 1870, Art. 3187.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3154.

Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)
Entre les creanciers privilegies, la
preference est reglee par les differentes
qualites des privileges.

CC 1 808, p. 468, Art. 69.

-p. 469, Art. 69.

Same as above.

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 2096.

Same as above.

Entre les creanciers privilegies, la
preference se regle par les differentes
qualites des privileges.

. ditors who are in the same rank of privi
The ere
ART. 3188.
leges, are paid in concurrence, that is on an equal footing.*
RCC-3186, 3 1 8 7 , 3238, 3272, 3358.
RCC 1870, Art. 3188.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3155.

(No reference in Projet)
Same as above ; but comma (.) after
Les creanciers privilegies, qui sont
"creditors", and after "is."
dans le meme rang, sont payes par con
currence.•
CC 1808,

p.

468, Art. 70.

·p.

Same as above ; but n o punctuation
after "creditors", .or after "is."

469, A r t. 70.

Same as above.

CN 1804, Art. 2097.

The creditors who are in the same
rank of privileges are paid in con
currence.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after " privilegies."

*"That is on an equal footing" has no counterpart in French text.

Privileges may exist, either on movables or
ART. 3189.
movables, or on both at once.
RCC-3190 et seq., 32 4 9 et seq., 3252.
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RCC 1 870,

Art. 31 91

Art; 3 1 89.

Same as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 3 1 56.

(Projet, p. 365.
Amendment adopted; co mment
by r edactors)
L es privileges peuvent exister sur
!e s meubles ou sur les immeubles, ou
sur les uns et !es autres a la fois.

Same as above .

CC 1 808,

p. 468, Art. 7 1 .

·P·

Same a s a bove; but no punctuation
after "exist", or afte r "immovables."

CN 1 804,

469, Art. 7 1 .

. L e s privilege,ji peuvent exister sur
!es meubles, ou sur !es immeubles, o u
sur l'un et l'autre a la fois.

Art. 2099.

Privileges may exist either on mov
ables or on immovables.

C hapter

3190.

ART.
movables.

Les privileges peuvent etre sur
meubles ou sur les irnme ubles.

!es

3-0F PRIVILEGES ON MOVABLES

Priv ileges are either gene r al , or spec ial on certain

RCC-3189, 3191, 3216 e t Beq.

RCC 1 870,

Art. 3190.

Same as above .

CC 1 825,

(No reference in Projet)

Art. 3157.

Same as above.

CC 1 808,

Les privileges so nt ou generaux ou
particu lier s sur certains meubl es.

-p. 469, Art. 72.

p. 468, Art. 72.

Same a s above; but no p u nctuation
after "general."

CN 1 804,

Same a s above ; but comma (,) after
"sont", a n d after "generaux."

Art. 2100.

Same as above .

Section

Sarne as above; but no punctuation
after "sont."

1-0F GENERAL PRIVILEGES ON MOVABLES

ART. 3191. The deb ts which are pr iv ileged on all the mov ables
in gener al , are tho se here after enumerated, and are pai d in the follow
ing order:
1. Funeral charges .
2. Law charges.
3. Charges, of wh atever n ature, occasioned by the last sickness,
concurren tly among those to whom they are due.
The wages o f servan ts for the year past, an d so much as is
4.
due for the curren t year .
5. Supplies of provisions made to the deb tor or his fam ily, dur
ing the l ast six mon ths, by retail de alers, such as b akers, butchers,
grocers; an d, during the l as t year, hy keepers of boarding hou se s
and t averns.
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Art. 3191
6.
kind.
7.

s of that
The salaries of clerks, secre taries, and other person
Dotal rights due to wives by their husband.

RCC-472 et seq.,
3199, 3205, 3206, 3208,
3257, 3258, 326 1, 3264,
52, and 1912, No. 23);

1189,
3209,
3266,
1890,

2376, 2377, 2755,
3211 et seq., 3214,
3270.
Acts 1888,
No. 10 (as am. by

RCC 1870, Art. 3191.

3185, 3187, 3190, 3192, 3195,
3215, 3216, 3217, 3252, 3254,
No. 145 (as am. by 1910, No.
1908, No. 208).

(Same as Art. 3191 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
Amendment i adopted; n o com(Projet, p. 365.
ment)
Les creances privilegiees sur la gene
Par. 1 and subds. 1-6 same as par. 1
ralite des meubles, sont celles ci-apres
and subds. 1-6, above; but comma (,)
exprimees, et s'exercent dans l'ordre
after "debts"; semicolon ( ;) after "Fu
suivant:
neral charges", after "Law charges",

CC 1825, Art. 3158.

after "are due", after "current year",
after "taverns", and after "kind"; no
punctuation after "grocers; and."

Les frais funeraires;
1.
Les frais de justice;
2.
3.
Les frais quelconques de la der
niere
maladie, concurremment
entre
ceux a qui ils sont dus;
Les salaires des gens de service,
4.
pour l'annee echue, et ce qui est du
sur l'annee courante;
5.
Les fournitures de subsistance
faites au debiteur OU a Sa famille, pen
dant les six derniers mois, par les mar
chands en detail; tels que les boulangers,
bouchers, epiciers; et pendant la derniere
annee, par les maitres de pension et
les aubergistes;

7.
Dotal rights due to wives by their
husbands.

6.
Les appointemens des commis,
secretaires et autres employes de ce
genre;
7.
Les droits dotaux dus aux femmes
par les marls.

CC 1808, p. 468, Art. 73.

-p. 469, Art. 73.

The debts which are privileged on all
the moveables in general, are those here
after enumerated, and are liquidated in
the following order,lst. Funeral charges;
2dly. Law charges;

Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1
and subds. 1, 2, above; but comma (,)
after "privilegiees."

3dly. The charges respecting medical
attendance, as those of a physician, sur
geon, druggist, &c. during the sickness
of which the deceased died; and their
charges are paid by concurrence among
those to whom they are due;
4thly. The salaries of the persons who
lent their services, for the year last
past or for what is due on the current
year;
5th, The price of the subsistance
[subsistence] furnished to a debtor and
to his family during the last six months
by traders in retail, as bakers, butchers
and the like, and during the last year
by boarding houses and tavern keepers.

3.
Les frais de chirurgie, tels que
ceux de medecin, chirurgien, apothicaire,
&c. causes par la maladie dont est mort
le defunt; ces frais se payent, par con
currence, entre ceux a qui ils sont dus;
4.
Les salaires de gens de service,
pour l'annee echue, et ce qui est du
sur l'annee courante;
5.
Les fournitures de subsistance
faites au debiteur et a sa famille, savoir
pendant les six derniers mois, par les
marchands en detail, tels que boulangers,
bouchers et autres; et pendant la der
niere annee, par les maitres de pension
ou aubergistes.

CN 1804, Art. 2101.
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above; but no
punctuation after "privilegiees", or after
"meubles."
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Subd. 1 same as subd. 2, above.
Su b d. 2 same as subd. 1, abo v e.
Su b ds. 3, 4 same as CC 1825, Art.
3158, subds. 3, 4, above.

Art. 31 94

Subd. 1 s ame as subd. 2, above.
Subd. 2 same as subd. 1, above.
Subds . 3, 4 same as CC 1825, Art.
3 1 58, subds. 3, 4, above; but n o punc
tuation after "e chue."
L es fou rnitures de subsistances
5.
faites au debiteur et a sa famille; s a
voir, pendant les six derniers mois, par
les marchan ds en detail, tels que bou
langers, bou chers et autres; et pendant
la derniere annee, par Jes maitres de
pension e t marchands en gros.

Suppli es o f provisions made to
5.
the de btor an d his family; that is, dur
ing the last six months, by retail mer
chants su ch as bakers, butchers, and
o thers; and during the last year, by
k e ep ers o f boarding houses and w ho le
salers.

§ I-Of Funeral Ch arges

ART. 3192. Funeral ch arges are those which are incurred for
the in terment of a person deceased.
RCC-872, 8 73, 3191 ( 1), 3252.

RCC

1 870, Art. 3 1 92.

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art.

3 1 59 .

(Pro jet, p. 366.

Same a s above.

Addition adopted; no comment)

On appelle frais funeraires ceux qui
se font pour l'inhumation d'un defunt.

CC 1 808.

No corr esponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding arti cle.

ART. 3193. If the property of the dece ased is so incumhered
as n o t to suffice for the p ayment of h is cred itors, the funeral ch arges
may, upon the reques t of an y of them , be reduced by the judge to a
re as on able r ate, regard b e ing h ad to the s tation in l ife wh ich the
deceas e d held and which h is family h olds .
RCC-11 8 9, 1 970, 31 94, 3203, 3252 .

RCC

1 870, Art. 3 1 93.

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art.

3 1 60.

( Proj et, p. 366.

S a me as above; but comma (,) after
"held."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding arti cle.

Addition :!: adopted; no commen t)

Si la succession du defunt est o beree
de maniere qu'il n'y ait pas de quoi
payer les creanci ers, les frais funeraires
pourront, a la d emande de l'un d'eux,
etre reduits p ar le juge a un taux raison
nable, eu egard a l'etat qu'avait le de
funt, et au r ang qu'occupe sa famille.

ART. 3194. Bu t, iu c ase of the reduction, the judge c an never
allow at the expense of the es tate, on any account wh atever, more
th an two hundred dollars for all the* expenses occ asioned by the inter
men t o f the deceased.
RCC-3 1 93.

RCC

1870, Art. 3 1 94.

Same as above.
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Art. 3195
CC 1 825, Art. 316 1 .

(Projet, p. 366.

Same a s above; but co mma
"allow."

(,) after

CC 1 808.

No corresponding a rticle.

CN 1804.

No corresponding a rticle .

*English translation of French text

Addition + adopted; no comment)

Mais dans le cas de cette reduction,
le juge ne pou rra jamais allouer, a la
charge de la succession, sur quelque
motif que ce soit, plus d'une somme de
deux cents piastres pour tous les frais
funeraires* occasionnes par l'enterre
ment du de funt.

incomplete; should include

"funeral."

§2-0£ Law Charges

ART: 3195. Law charges are such as are occasioned by the
prosecution of a suit before the courts. But this name applies more
particularly to the costs, which the party cast has to pay to the party
gaining the cause. It is in favor of these only that the laws [law]
grants the privilege.
RC C-3 191 (2), 3 196 et seq., 32 52 .

CP-96, 5 4 9 ct seq., 10 95.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3 1 95.
Same as above.

CC 1 825,

Art. 3 1 62.

(Projet, p. 366.

Same as above ; but "laws" eorrectly
spelled "law."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding a1·ticle.

CN 1804.

No corresponding a rticle .

Addition t adopted; no

comment)

On appelle frais de justice, les depenses occasionnees par la poursuite
d'un p roces devant !es tribunaux; mais
cette denomination s'applique plus par
ticu lierement aux frais que la partie qui
a succomhe doit payer a celle qui a
o btenu gain de cause. Ce sont ceux-Ci
qui jouissent du privilege etabli par
la Joi.

ART. 3196. The creditor enjoys this privilege, not with regard
all the expenses which h e is obliged to incur in obtaining judgment
against his debtor, hut with regard only to such as are taxed according
to law, and such as arise from the execution of the judgmenL
.·

to

RCC-3 1 95, 3198 .

Rec

CP-551, 5 52 .

1 870, Art. 3 1 96 .

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 63.
Same as above.

(Projet, p . 366 .

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no co mment)

Le creancie r jouit de ce privilege, non
pas a l'egard de tous les frais qu'il est
oblige .de faire pour obtenir la condam
nation du de biteur envers lui, mais seule
ment a l'egard de ceux qui. entrent en
taxe d'apres la loi, et de ceux· qui sont
faits sur !'execution du juge.ment .
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Art. 3199

ART. 3197. The cost of affixing seals and making inventories
for the better* preservation of the debtor's property, those which
occur in cases of failure or cession of property, for the general benefit
of creditors, such as fees to lawyers appointed by the court to rep·
resent absent creditors, commissions to syndics; and finally, costs in
curred for the administration of estates which are either vacant or
belonging to absent heirs, enjoy the privileges established in favor
of law c harges.
RCC-1075, 1 101, 3195 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 3197.

Acts 1906, No. 12· 4 .

RS-128, 2897.

(Same as Art. 3197 of Proposed Revision of

1869)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 64.

(Projet, p. 366.

The costs for affixing seals and making inventories for the better* p r es ervation of the d ebtor's prope1·ty; those
w hich occ ur in c ases of failure or c ession of prop erty, for the gen eral benefit
of creditors, such as fees to lawyers appointed by the co urt to represent absent c r editors, commissions to s yndics;
and finally, costs incurred for t he administration of est ates whic h are either
vac ant or belonging to absent heirs,
enjoy t h e privileges established in favour of law c harges .

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no co mment)

Les frais d es sc elles et inventaires
faits pour la* cons ervation des bien'!
du debit eur, c eux faits sur les f aillites
ou cessions de biens, pour le benefice
co mmun des cre anciers, tels q u' hono
raires des avoc ats nommes par justice
pour representer les creanciers absens,
commissions d es syndics; enfin l es f r ais
faits pour !'administration des s ucc es
sions vacantes, ou appartenant a des
heritiers absens, jouissent du privilege
accorde aux f r ais de justic e.

*"Better" has no counterpart in French text.

Not only has the creditor no privilege for the costs
which are not taxed, or which are not included among those mentioned
above, but he has no right to demand them even from the debtor.

ART.

3198.

RCC- 3 195, 3 196.

CP-551 ,

1095.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3198.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 65.

( Projet, p. 367.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding articl e.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no commen t )

Non s e ul ement le creancier n'a p as
de privilege p o ur les frais qui n ' entrent
point en t axe, o u qui ne font p as p artie
de ceux dont il est fait mention ci
dessus, mais il n'a pas meme le droit
de les reclamer contre le debite ur.

Same a s above.

§3-0f Exp enses during the Last Sickness

ART. 3 199. The last sickness is considered to be that of which
the d ebtor died; the expenses of this sickness enjoy the privilege.
RCC- 3 19 1 (3), 3200 et seq., 3252.
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RCC 1870, Art. 3199.

(Sarne as Art. 3199 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)

Same as above.
nt)
(Projet, p. 367. Addition adopted; no comme
celle
maladie
derniere
par
entend
On
be
to
red
conside
The last sickness is
dont le debiteur decede. Ce sont Jes
that of which the debtor died. It is
frais de cette derniere maladie qui jouisthe expenses of this sickness that enjoy
sent du privilege.
the privilege.
CC 1825, Art. 3166.

·

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding .article.

3200. But if the sickness with which the deceased was
attacked and of which he died, was a chronic disease, the progress
of which was slow and which only occasioned death after a long while,
then the privilege shall only commence from the time when the malady
became so serious as to prevent the deceased from attending to his
business and confined him to his bed or chamber.

ART.

RCC-3199, 3201.
RCC 1870, Art. 3200.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3167.

(Projet, p. 367. Addition adopted; no comment)
Mais si la maladie, dont le defunt
Same as above; but comma (,) after
"attacked", after "slow", and after
etait attaque et dont il est mort, etait
"business."
une maladie chronique, dont les progres
ont ete lents, et qui n'a conduit le malade
a la mort qu'apres un long temps, on ne
comptera l'epoque, qui donne ouver
ture au privilege, que de !'instant ou
le mal est devenu tellernent grave qu'il
a empeche le defunt de vaquer a ses
affaires, et l'a force de garder le lit ou
la chambre.
CC 1808.

No corresponding a rticle

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

.

3201. However long the sickness may have lasted after
ar �1vmg at �h � point which prevented him from attenJing to his af
fairs, the privilege granted for the expense it has occasioned, c a n only
extend to one year before the decease.
•

�RT.

RCC-3199, 3200, 3538 .
RCC 1870, Art. 3201.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3168.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 367.

cc 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

�

Quelque [Quelle quel soit Ia duree d
temps, depuis lequel la maladie du de
funt �st devenue tellement grave qu'il
ne Im a . plus ete possible de vaquer a
ses affaires, le privilege accorde aux
.
fra1s qu'elle a occasionnes ne pourra
s' �t �ndre a plus d'une annee avant son
deces.
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ART. 3202. The expenses of the last sickness comprehend the
fees of physicians and surgeons, the wages of nurses, and the price
due to the apothecary for medicines supplied by him to the deceased
for his personal use during his last illness.
RCC- 1 48 9, 3203, 3 5 38.

Acts 1880, No. 129.

RCC 1870, Art. 3202.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 31 69.

(Projet, p. 367.

Same as above.

Addition adopted ; no comment )

Les frais de d erniere maladi e com
prennent l es honoraires des medecins et
chirurgiens, les s alaires des gardes-ma
lades, et le prix du aux apothicaires ou
pharmac iens pour les medicamens par
eux fournis au defunt, pour son usage
personnel, pen dant le temps de sa der
niere maladi e.

CC 1808.

No corresponding art ic le.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3203. The accounts relating to these expenses must he
fixed by the judge, in case of dispute, after hearing testimony as to
the value of the services rendered or care afforded, or as to the true
value of the medicines supplied, unless there has been a contract be
tween the parties, in which case it must be observed.
RCC- 1 48 9, 1 90 1, 3 1 9 3, 3202.
RCC 1870, Art. 3203.

( Same as Art. 3203 of Proposed Revision of 186 9 )

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3 170.

(Projet, p. 367.

The accounts relating to these expens es must be fixed by the j u dge, in
case of disput e, after hearing t estimony as to the value of the s ervices
r en der ed, or care afforded, or as to the
true valu e of medicines supplied, unless
there has been a contract bet w e en the
parties, in w hich case it must be o bserved.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition :j: adopted; no comment )

Les comptes r elatifs a ces frais doivent etre regles par le juge, en c as de
contestation, d'apres des temoignages
sur ! 'estimation des s ervices r en dus ou
des soins donnes, o u sur la veritable
valeur des me dicamens fournis, a mo ins
qu'il n'y ait un contrat entre les parties,
dans lequel cas ce contrat devra etre
observe.

ART. 3204. This privilege subsists, not only for the expenses
of the last sickness of the debtor, it subsists also for those of the last
sickness of children, under his authority, but it is exercised subject
to the rules laid down above.
RCC-2 16, 220, 2 46, 3 1 9 9 et seq., 3 5 56 (8).
RCC 1870, Art. 3204.
Same as abov e.
CC 1825, Art. 31 71.

(Pro j et, p. 367.

Same as above ; but no punctu ation
after "ch ildren."

Addition adopted; no commen t )

Ce privileg e n'a pas lieu seulement
pour !es frai s de la derniere maladi e du
debit eur, ii a egalement lieu pour c eux
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de la derniere maladie des enfans qui
sont sous sa puissance; mais ce privilege
s'exerce d'apres les memes regles qui
sont etablies ci-dessus.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

§4--0f the Wages of Servants
ART.
3205. Servants or domestics are those who receive wages,
and stay in the house of the person paying and employing them
for his* service or that of his family; such are v alets, footmen, cooks,
butlers, and others who reside in the house.
RCC-40, 163, 3191(4), 3206, 3252, 35 34, 3556(12).
(as am. by 1910, No. 52, and 1912, No. 23).

Acts 1888, No. 145

RCC 1870, Art. 3205.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3172.

(Projet, p. 368.

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"such are."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

On appelle domestiques ou gens de
service, ceux qui rel(oivent des g ages.,
et demeurent dans la maison de la per
sonne qui les paye et les emploie a son
service personnel* ou a celui de sa fa
mille. Tels sont les valets, la quais, cui
s1mers, maitres d'hotel ou autres qui
sont a demeure dans la maison.

*English translation of French text incomplete; should include "personal."

ART. 3206. Domestics or servants must make a demand of
their wages within a year from the time when they left service, but
their privilege is only for the year past, and so much as is due for
the present year.
RCC-2747, 3191(4), 3205, 3207, 3534.
RCC 1870, Art. 3206.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3173.

(Projet, p. 368.

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"wages."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Les domestiques ou gens de service
doivent former la demande de leurs
gages dans I'annee, a compter du jour
qu'ils sont sortis de service; mais ils
n'ont de privilege que pour l'annee
echue, et ce qui est du de l'anne"
courante.

ART. 3207. As to the wages of preceding years which may be
due, the wages may he r ecovered, if there is any balanced account,
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note or obligation of the debtor, but they enjoy no privilege. They
form an ordinary debt, for which domestics or servants come in by
contribution with other ordinary creditors.
RCC-3183, 3206, 3209, 3535.

RCC

1870, Art. 3207.

(Same as Art. 3207 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 3 1 74.
(Projet, p.
As to preceding years which may be
due, the wages may be recovered, if
there is any balanced account, note or
obligation of the debtor ; but they enjoy
no privilege. They form an ordinary
debt for which domestics or servants
come in by contribution with other ordinary creditors.

CC

1808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition t adopted ; no comment)
Quant aux annees anterieures qui peuvent etre dues, les gages peuvent etre
recouvres, s'il y a compte arrete, billet
ou obligation du debiteur, mais ils ne
jouissent d'aucun privilege. C'est une
dette ordinaire, pour laquelle les domes
tiques ou gens de service viennent a
contribution avec Jes autres creanciers
chirographaires.
368.

§5-0£ Supplies of Provisions

ART. 3208. Such supplies of provisions as confer a privilege,
are those which are made by retail dealers; that is, persons keeping
an open shop, and selling, by small portions, provisions and liquors.
RCC-3191 (5), 3209, 3210.
1932, No. 216.

RCC

Acts 1890, No. 10 (as am. by 1908, No. 208);

1870, Art. 3208.

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 3175.
(Projet, p. 368. Addition :i: adopted ; no comment)
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
On entend par fourniture [fournitures] de subsistance, qui j ouissent d'un
"dealers."
privilege , celles qui sont faites par des
marchands detaillans, c'est-a-dire, qui
tiennent boutique ouverte OU eta]age,
et qui vendent par petites portions
des commestibles [comestibles] ou des
liqueurs.

CC

1808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3209. Retail dealers who have furnished such supplies,
ought to demand their money within a year from the time of the first
supply; but they have a privilege only for the last six months, and
for the rest they are placed on the footing of ordinary creditors.
RCC-3191(5), 3207, 3208, 3534, 3538.

RCC

1870, Art. 3209.

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 3176.
(Projet, p. 368. Addition :t: adopted ; no comment)
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
Les marchands en detail, qui ont fait
de semblables fournitures, doivent en
"dealers."
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former Ia demande dans l'annee ? e Ia
.
premiere de ces fournitures, ma1s ils
.
n'ont de privilege que pour les �1x der
niers mois et pour le reste ils sont
'
places au rang des creanciers chiro
graphaires.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3210. Dealers by wholesale in provisions and liquors do
not enjoy any privilege on the property of th� ir debtor, further than
what they have acquired by mortgage, or by a Judgment duly recorded.
RCC-3208.
RCC 1870, Art. 3210.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3177.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 368. Addition adopted; no comment)
Les marchands de commestibles [co
mestibles] ou liqueurs en gros ne jouis
sent d'aucun privilege sur les biens de
leur debiteur, sauf les droits qu'ils peu
vent avoir acquis par hypotheque ou
jugement dument enregistre.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3211. It is not keepers of taverns and hotels alone, who
are comprehended in the term masters of boarding houses, and who
enjoy a privilege for their supplies, but all persons who make a busi
ness of receiving persons at board for a fixed price.
RCC-3191 (5) , 3212, 3213, 3232, 3233.
RCC 1870, Art. 3211.

(Same as Art. 3211 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(Projet, p.
It is not keepers of taverns and hotels
alone, who are comprehended in the
term masters of bocirding houses, and
enjoy a privilege for their supplies, but
all persons who make a business of receiving persons at board for a fixed
price.
CC 1825, Art. 3178.

CC 1808.

No conesponding al'ticle.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

368. Addition adopted; no comment)
On doit comprendre sous le nom de
maitres de pension, qui doivent jouir
d'un privilege pour leurs fournitures,
non seulement les aubergistes et t eneurs
d'hotel, mais taus ceux qui font etat
de recevoir chez eux des personnes pour
les nourrir pour un prix convenu.

ART. 3212. Teachers and preceptors, who receive into their
houses young persons to he brought up, fed and instructed, enjoy
the same privilege which is given to keepers of b oarding houses.
RCC-3191 (5), 3211.
RCC 1870, Art. 3212.

Same as above.
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CC 1 825, Art. 3179.

(P rojet, p . 368.

Art. 3215

Addition adopted; no comment)

Les instituteurs ou precepteurs qu i
prennent des e n fans et des jeunes gens
pour !es elever, les nourrir et les ins
truire, jou issen t du meme privilege que
Jes mai tres de pen sion.

S ame as above .

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3213. The privilege of keepers of hoarding houses, tav
erns, and other persons comprised in this class, extends to the last
year due, and so much as has expired of the current year.
R C C- 3191 ( 5 ) , 32 1 1 , 32 33, 3 5 34.

RCC 1 87 0, Art.

3213.

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3180.

CC 1808.

(Projet, p. 369. Addition adopted; no comment)
Le privilege des maitres de p e ns ion,
aubergistes et autres personnes c o m
prises dans cette classe, s'etend a la
derniere annee due, e t a ce qui est echu
de l'annee courante.
No corresponding ar ticle.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Same as above.

§6-0f the Privilege of Clerks and That of Wives for Their Dower

ART. 3214. Although clerks, secretaries and other agents of
that sort can not he included under the denomination of servants, yet
a privilege is granted them for their salaries for the last year elapsed,
and so much as has elapsed of the current year. This privilege, how
ever, can not be enforced until after that of the furnishers of pro
visions.
R C C- 163, 3191 , 32 52, 3 2 54, 3 538.

RCC 1 8 7 0, Art.

3214.

S ame as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3181.
Same as above .

(Projet, p. 369. Addition adopted; no comment)
Quoique les commis, secretaires e t
autres employes d e ce genre , ne pu issent
pas etre compris sous la denomination
de gens de s e rvice, neanmoins il leur e st
accorde un privilege pour la derniere
annee de leurs appointemen s, et ce qui
est echu de l'annee courante , mais leur
privilege ne p a sse qu'apre s celui de s
fourn itures de subsistance .

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

The privilege granted to wives on the movable
effects of their husbands, exists for the dotal property only, and can
only be enforced on such effects as were in the husband's possession
at the dissolution of the marriage or copartnership.

ART.

3215.

R C C-2 3 76, 2377, 3191 (7), 32 52 .
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RCC 1 870, Art. 3215.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 82.

( Projet, p. 369.

S-ame as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corr esponding articl e.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Le privilege, qui est accorde aux
femmes sur les effets mobiliers de leurs
maris, n'a lieu q u e pour leurs biens
dotaux s eulement, et ne s'exerce que
sur ceux de ces effets qui se t rouvent
en la poss ession du mari, !ors d e la dis
solution du mariage ou de la commu
naute .

Section 2-0F THE PRIVILEGES ON PARTICULAR MOVABLES*
*In connection with t his section see Acts 1855, No. 335, §7 [RS §§2895, 3657];
1859, No. 74, §§5, 10 ms §§2709, 27101; 1859, No. 136 ms §36661; 1865, No.
56, §12 [RS §27051; 1867, No. 158 rns §§2892, 36691; 1874, No. 66 (as am. by
1882, No. 44, and 1922, No. 93); 1877, E.S., N o . 62; 1880, No. 129; 1880, No.
134, §1 (as am. by 1928, No. 172); 1882, No. 33; 1882, No. 69; 1886, No. 89;
1888, No. 154; 1890, No. 59, §2; 1890, No. 63; 1894, No. 27; 1894, No. 111, 13;
1898, No. 26; 1906, No. 53; 1906, No. 124; 1908, No. 55; 1908, No. 208; 1908,
No. 221, §§27-36; 1910, No. 180, §10; 1912, No . 23; 1912, No. 94, §26; 1912,
No. 195; 1914, No. 28, §7; 1914, No. 185; 1916, No. 263, §1; 1918, No. 47, §3;
1918, No. 198, §§1, 4 (as am. by 1936, No. 178); 1918, No. 250, §10; 1924, No.
24, §1; 1926, No. 63; 1926, No. 190; 1926, No. 209; 1928, N o . 198, §5; 1928, No.
212; 1928, No. 249, §§5-7; 1928, No . 250, §22; 1930, No. 6, Ul; 1932, No .
166; 1932, No. 216; 1934, No. 30; 1934, No. 170; 1934, No . 222, §12; 1938, No.
284; 1938, No. 381; 1940, No. 100.

ART. 3216. The privileges enumerated in the preceding sec
tion, extend to all the movables of the debtor, without distinction.
There are some which act only on particular movables and no
other; and it is of these last that we shall treat in this and the follow·
ing sections.
RCC-3190, 3191, 3217, 3218, 3220, 3222, 3224 et seq., 3227, 3233, 3234,
3237, 3254, 3255, 3258, 3264, 3266, 3270. Acts 1874, No. 66 (as am. by 1882,
No. 84, and 1922, No. 93); 1880, No. 134 (as am. by 1928, N o . 172); 1882, No. 33;
1886, No. 89; 1888, No. 154; 1912, No. 23; 1912, No. 195.
RCC 187 0, Art. 3216.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3 1 83.
( Projet, p . 369.
Addition adopted ; no comment)
Same as above; but comma (,) after
Les privileges, dont ii est f ait men·
"privil eges", and after "some."
tion d ans Ia section precedente, s'eten
dent sur tous J es meubles du debit eur
indistinct ement.
II y en a qui n e frappent que sur
certains meubles, et qui n'ont pas lieu
sur les autres, et c'est de ces derniers
qu'il va etre fait mention dans cette
section et la suivante.
CC 1 808.
No corresponding article.
CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3217. The debts which are privileged on certain mov·
ables, are the following:
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1. *

The appointments or salaries of the overseer for the current
year, on the crops of the year and the proceeds therof; debts due for
necessary supplies furnished to any farm or plantation, and debts due
for money actually advanced and used for the purchase of necessary
supplie.s and the payment of necessary expenses for any farm or
plantation, on the crops of the year and the proceeds thereof.
2. * The debt of a workman or artisan for the price of his labor,
on the movable which he has repaired or made, if the thing con
tinues still in his possession.
3. The rents of immovables and the wages of laborers employed
in working the same, on the crops of the year, and on the furniture,
which is found in the house let, or on the farm, and on every thing
which serves to the working of the farm.
4. The debt, on the pledge which is in the creditor's possession.
5. That of a depositor, on the price of the sale of the thing by
him deposited.
6. The debt due for money laid out in preserving the thing.
7. The price due on movable effects, if they are yet in the pos·
session of the purchaser.
8. The things which have been furnished by an innkeeper, on
the property of the traveler which has been carried to his inn.
9. * The carrier's charges and the accessory expenses, on the
thing carried, including necessary charges and expenses paid by car
riers; such as taxes, storage and privileged claims required to he paid
before moving the thing; and in case the thing carried be lost or
destroyed without the fault of the carrier, this privilege for money
paid by the carrier shall attach to insurance effected on the thing for
the benefit of the owner, provided written notice of the amount so paid
by the carrier and for whose account, with a description of the property
lost or destroyed, be given to the insurer or his agent within thirty
days after the loss, or if it he impracticable to give the notice in that
time, it shall he sufficient to give the notice at any time before the
money is paid over.
The privilege hereinhefore granted to the overseer, the laborers,
the furnishers of supplies and the party advancing money necessary
to carry on any farm or plantation, shall he concurrent and shall not
be divested by any prior mortgage, whether conventional, legal or .
judicial, or by any seizure and sale of the land while the crop is on it.
The privileges gra nted by this article, on the growing crop, in
favor of the classes of persons mentioned shall he concurrent, except
the privilege in favor of the laborer, which shall be ranked as the
first privilege on the crop.
RCC-2314, 2705 et seq., 2715, 2 75 5, 2903, 2908, 2960, 3157, 3167 : 3185,
3191, 3216, 3218, 3219, 3220, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3224 et seq., 3227, 3228, 3233,
3234, 3236, 3237, 3259, 3261, 3264, 3265. Acts 1874, No. 66 (as am. by 1882,
No. 44, and 1922, No. 93); 1880, No. 129; 1880, No. 134, §1 (as am. by 1928,
No. 172); 1882, No. 33; 1886, No. 89; 1888, No. 154; 1898, No. 26; 1906, No. 53;
1908, No. 208; 1912, No. 23; 1912, No. 94, §26; 1912, No. 195; 1914, No. 185;
1926, No. 209; 1928, No. 249, ��5-7; 1932, No. 216; 1934, No. 30; 1934, No. 170;
1938, No. 284; 1940, No. 100.
RS-128.
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RCC 1 870, Art. 3217.

Same as above.
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(Same as Art. 321 7 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
similar t o C C 1825, Art. 31 84, a s amended by Acts
1843, No. 7 0 ; same as CC 1825, Art. 3184, as
amended by Acts 1867, No. 1 9 5 [RS § § 440-442,
2873-28 7 5 ] )

(Projet, p. 3 69. Amendment i adopted ; :tt o comment)
Les creances privilegiees sur certains
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
meubles, sont :
1. Les appoinfomens ou salaires des
1.
The appointments of [or] salaries
gerans et economes pour l'annee echue
of the overseer, for the year last past
et ce qui est du sur l'annee curante
and so much as is due of the current
[courantel, sur le produit de la der
year, on the product of the last crop,
niere recolte, et sur les fruits pendans;
and the crop at present in the ground ;
Subd. 2 same as subd. 2 , above; but
2. La creance de l'ouvrier OU de
semicolon ( ;) after "possession."
!'artisan pour le prix de la main
d'reuvre, sur la chose mobiliere qu'il
a reparee OU fabriquee, Si cette chose
est encore en sa possession;
3. The rents of immoveables and the
3. Les loyers et fermages des im
meubles et des esclaves attaches a leur
hire of slaves employed in working the
culture, sur les fruits de la recolte de
same, on the produce of the crop of
the year, and on the proceeds of the fur
l'annee, et sur le prix de tous lee
meubles meublans qui garnissent la
niture which is found in the house let,
maison louee ou la ferme, et de tout
or on the farm, and of every thing which
ce qui sert a !'exploitation de la ferme ;
serves to the working of the farm ;
4. La creance, sur le gage dont le
Subds. 4-8 same as subds. 4-8, above ;
creancier est saisi;
but semicolon ( ;) after "creditor's pos
5. Celle du deposant, sur le prix de
session", after "deposited", after "pre
la vente de la chose par lui deposee;
serving the thing", after "purchaser",
and after "inn."
6. Les frais faits pour la conserva
tion de la chose ;
7. Le prix des effets mobiliers ven
dus, s'ils sont encore en la possession
de l'acquereur;
8. Les fournitures de l'aubergiste,
sur les effets du voyageur qui ont ere
transportes dans son auberge ;
9.
The carrier's charges and the ac
9. Les frais de voiture et les de
cessory expenses, on the thing carried.
penses accessoires sur la chose virturee
[voitureeJ.
C C 1825, Art. 3 1 84.

CC 1.808, p. 468, Art. 74, par. 1 ; subd. 1 ;
par. 1 under subd. 2 ; subds. 3 , 4 ; pars.
1 and 4 under subd. 5 ; subds. 6, 7.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
no punctuation after "movables."
1st, The appointments or salaries of
the overseers for the year last past or
the current year, on the produce of the
crop of said year;
2d, The rents of immoveables and the
hire of slaves employed in working the
same, on the produce of the crop of
the year, and on the proceeds of the
furniture which is found in the house
let, or . on the farm, and of every thing
which serves to the working of said
farm.
Subd. 3 s�me as subd. 4, above ; but
no punctuation after "debt."
Subd. 4 same as subd. 6, above.
5th, The price due on moveable ef
fects, if they are yet in the debtor's
possession, whether he bought them on
a limited or general credit.

-p. 469, Art. 74, par. l; aubd. 1 ; par. 1
under subd. 2; aubds. 3, 4; pars. 1 and
4 under aubd. 5; sub ds. 6, 7.
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.

1 . Les appointemens ou salaires des
economes, gerants, pour l'annee echue
ou courante, sur les fruits de la_ recolte
de cette meme annee ;
2. Les loyers et fermages des im
meubles et esclaves attaches a leur cul
ture, sur les fruits de la recolte de l'an
nee, et sur le prix de tous les meubles
meublans, qui garnissent la maison louee
ou la ferme, et de tout ce qui sert a
!'exploitation de la ferme ;
Subd. 3 same as subd. 4, above ; but
no punctuation after "creance."
Subd. 4 same as subd. 6, above.
5. Le prix d'effets mobiliers, s'ils
sont encore en la possession du debiteur,
soit qu'il ait achete a terme OU a credit;
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N othing herein shall a lter or affect
the established laws a n d usages of com
merc e as to the claim of the thing sold.
( Par. 4 under subd. 5 s uppress ed on
recommendation of redactors; Projet ,
p. 370)
6th, The things which have been fur
nished by a n inn keeper, on the effect
[ effects ] of the traveller which have been
left at his inn;
7th, The c arri er's charges and the ac
cessory expences on the thing carried;

Art. 321 7

II n'est rien i nnove aux lois et usa ges
du commerce sur la revendication. ( Par.
4 under subd. 5 suppressed on recom
mendation of reda ctors; Projet, p. 370 )

6.
Les fournitures d'un a ubergiste,
sur les effets d'u n voyageur, qui ont ete
transportes dans son auberge;
Les frais de voiture, et les de
7.
penses accessoires, sur la chose voituree ;

CN 1 804, Art. 2102, par. l ; pars. 1-4 under subd. 1; subds. 2, 3; pars. I and 4

under subd. 4; subds. 5, 6.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.

The rents of immovables, on the
1.
produce of the crop of the year, and
on the proc eeds of the furnishings of
the house let, or of the farm, and of
everything w hich serves t o the working
of the farm; namely, for everything that
is due, or to become du e, if the leases
a re by authentic act, or if, being by
a cts under private signature, they have
a definite date; and, in both of these
cases , the other credit ors have the right
to lease again the hou s e or farm for
the remainder of the lease, and t o profit
therefrom, provided how ever that they
pay the owner all that may still be due
t o him.
And, in default of leases by a uthentic
act or by a ct under private s ignat ure
without a definite dat e, then for one year
from the expiration of the current year.
The same privilege exists for lessees'
repairs a nd for everything that relates
to the execution of the lease.
Nevertheless the sums due for s eeds
or for the costs of the year's crop, are
paid out of the proc eeds of the crop,
and those due for implements out of
the proc eeds of such implements, in both
cases by preference to the owner.
Subds. 2 , 3 same a s subds. 3, 4,
above.
4. The unpaid price due on mov
able effects if they are yet in the
debt or's possession, whether he bought
them on credit or not;
Par. 4 under subd. 4 same as par. 4
under subd. 5, above.
Subds.
above.

5, 6

same

as subds.

6,

7,

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above; but
no p unctuation a fter "meubles"; c omma
( ,) a fter "sont ."
Les loyers et fermages des im
1.
meubles, s ur les fruits de la recolte de
l'annee, et sur le prix de t out ce qui
garnit la ma ison louee ou la ferme, et
de tout ce qui sert a !'exploitati on de
la ferme ; savoir, pour tout ce qui est
echu, et pour tout ce qui est a echoir,
si les baux s ont authenti q ues, ou si ,
etant s ous s ignature privee, ils ont une
date certaine; et, dans c es deux cas,
les autres creanciers ont le droit de
relouer la maison ou la ferme pour le
restant du bail, et de fa ir e leur profit
des baux OU fermages , a la charge
tout efois de payer au proprietaire tout
c e qui lui serait encore du;
Et , a defaut de baux a uthenti q ues,
ou lors qu'etant sous signature privee ils
n'ont pas une date certaine, pour une
annee a partir de !'expiration de I'an
nee c oura nt e ;
Le meme privilege a lieu pour les
reparati ons locatives, et pour tout c e
q u i c oncerne !'execution du bail;
N ea nmoins les sommes du es pour les
semences ou pour !es frais d e la recolte
de l'annee, sont payees sur le prix de la
recolt e, et celles dues pour u stensiles,
sur le prix de ces ustensiles, par pre
ference au proprietaire, da ns l'un et
l'autre cas;
Subds. 2 , 3 same as subds. 3 , 4,
above.
Le prix d'effets mobiliers non
4.
payes , s'ils s ont encore en la possession
du d ebit eur, soit q u'il ait a c hete a t erme
ou s a ns terme;
Par. 4 under subd. 4 same as par. 4
under s ubd. 5, above; but s emicolon ( ;)
after "revendications."
Subds. 5, 6 same as subds. 6, 7, above;
but n o punctuation after "voyageur", or
after "voiture."

* Other Acts affecting crop privileges : Acts 1 880, N o. 129; 1886, No. 89 ; 1 89 8 ,
N o. 2 6 ; 1906, N o. 53 ; 192 8, No. 249, § § 5-7.
.
.
:
Other Acts a ffecting privil eges of workmen, furnishers of supphes a nd carriers
154;
o.
N
8,
8
8
1
33;
o.
N
,
82
8
1
;
)
72
1
.
o
N
Acts 1880 , N o. 134, § 1 (as am. by 1928,
94, §26 ;
1898, N o. 26; 190 6 , No. 53; 190 8 , N o. 208; 19 12, N o. 2 3; 1912, No.
No. 170; 19 3 8 ,
1912 , N o. 195; 1914, No. 185 ; 1926, N o. 209; 1 9 32 , N o. 2 16 ; 1934,

N o. 2 8 4 ; 19 40 , N o. 100 .
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Art. 3218

§ I-Of the Privilege of the Lessor

ART. 3218. The right which the lessor has over the products
of the estate, and on the movables which are found on the place leased,
for his rent, is of a higher nature than mere privilege. The latter is
only enforced on the price arising from the sale of movables to which
it applies. It does not enable the creditor to take or keep the effects
themselves specially. The lessor, on the contrary, may take the effects
themselves and retain them until he is paid.
RCC-2 7 0 5 et seq., 3185, 321 6, 32 17, 3219, 3256, 3257, 3259, 3263.
285 (2) , 2 8 7, 288. Acts 1 926, No. 1 9 0.

CP-

RCC 1870, Art. 3218.

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 370. Addition + adopted ; no comment)
Same as above ; but comma ( ) after
Le droit du locateur sur les fruits de
"right", and after "take the effects
!'heritage et sur les meubles qui garnis
sent les lieux loues, pour ses fermages
themselves."
ou loyers, a quelque chose de plus fort
que le simple privilege. Celui-ci ne s'ex
erce que sur le prix provenant de la
vente des biens-meubles sur lesquels ii
a lieu; ii n'autorise pas le creancier a
prendre ou a retenir !es meubles eux
memes corporellement. Au contraire le
. locateur peut prendre !es meubles indi
viduellemeut [individuellementl et en
espece, et il peut Jes retenir jusqu'a
ce qu'il soit paye.
CC 1825, Art. 3 1 85.

,

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3219. The privilege of the lessor is enforced on the prop
erty subject to it, in the manner described in the title : Of Lease.
RCC-2705 et seq., 321 7 ( 3 ) , 3218.
No. 190.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3219.

CP-2 85 ( 2 ) , 287, 288.

Acts 1926,

(Same as Art. 3219 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 86.

(Projet, p .
The privilege of the lessor is enforced on the property subject to it,
in the manner described in the title of
lease or hiring.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

370. Addition t adopte d ; no comment)
Le privilege du locateur s'exerce sur
!es biens qui y sont affectes, et de la
maniere qui est decrite dans le titre du
louage.
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Art. 3222

§2-0f the Privilege of the Creditor on the Thing Pledged

ART. 3220. The creditor acquires the right of possessing and
retaining the movable which he has received in pledge, as a security
for his debt, and may cause it to he sold for the payment of the same.
Hence proceeds the privilege which he enjoys on the thing.
RCC-3 157, 3 1 65, 3 1 6 6 , 3 1 8 5 , 3 2 1 6, 3 2 1 7 ( 4 ) , 32 2 1 .

RCC 1870, Art. 3220.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 8 7 .

( Projet, p. 3 7 0 .

Same as above ; but c omma (,) after

" movable."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding articl e .

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition :t adopted ; n o c o mment)

Le creancier acquiert sur la chose
mobiliere qui lui a ete donnee en gage ,
le droit de la posseder et de la re ten ir
pour surete de sa creance, et celui de
la faire vendre peur [pour] etre paye
sur le prix.
De Ia vi ent le privilege qu'il a sur
cette chose.

ART. 3221. For the exercise of this privilege it is necessa'
that all the requisites stated in the title : Of Pledge, should he fulfillf
RCC-3 1 3 3 et seq., 3 1 57, 3 2 1 7 ( 4 ) , 3220.

RCC 1870, Art. 3221.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3 1 88.

(Projet, p. 370.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "title."

CC 1 S08.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition :t adopted ; no commen

II faut, pour pouvoir exercer ce prh
lege, que ce nantissement reunisse toute.
!es qualites qui sont prescrites au titre
qui traite du contrat.

§3-0£ the Privilege of a Depositor

ART. 3222. He who deposits a thing in the hands of a nother
still remains the owner of it.
Consequently his claim to it is pref erred to that of the other
creditors of the depositary, and he may demand the restitution of it,*
if he can prove the deposit, in the same manner as is required i n
agreements for sums of money, a n d i f the thing reclaimed be i denti
cally the same which he deposited.
RCC-520 et seq., 2277, 2926, 2934, 2944, 2961 et seq., 3166, 3185, 3 2 1 6, 3217,
3 2 2 3, 3229, 32 60, 3 2 6 1 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 3222.

Same as abov e.
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COMPILED EDITION
(Projet, p. 370.

Same as above ; but comma ( ,) after
"another."

CC 1808.

No correspon ding article.

CN 1 804.

No correspon ding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Celui qui depose une chose entre les
mains d'un autre, en retient la propriete.
En consequence, ii est prefere sur
cette chose a tous les creanciers de son
depositaire, et ii peut reven diquer la
chose en n ature,* s'il prouve le depot
qu'il en a fait, de la meme maniere que
pour les conventions de sommes d'ar
gent, e t que Ia chose qu'il reclame est
identiquemen t la meme qu'il a deposee.

* En glish translation o f French text incomplete; should include "in kin d."

ART. 3223. If the depositary abuses his trust, by alienating
the thing confided to his care, or if his heirs sell it, not knowing that
it had been given in deposit, the depositor retains his privilege on
the price which shall he due.
RCC-2452, 2 940, 2 94 6, 2 947, 2 9 6 1 , 2 9 62 , 32 1 7 ( 5), 3222, 3227.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3223.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 90.

( Projet, p. 3 7 1 .

If the depositary abuses his trust, by
alienating the thing confided to his
care ; or if his heir sell it, n o t knowing
that it had been given in deposit, the
depositor retains his privilege on the
pri ce which shall be due.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No co rrespon ding article.

Addition :!: adopted; no comment)

Si le depositaire a abuse du depot,
en alienant la chose qui a ete confie e a
sa garde, ou s i son heritier la vend dans
!'igno ran c e OU i i est, qu'elle a ete de
pose e, le deposant conservera son privi
lege s ur le prix qui pourra en e tre dii.

§4-0f Expenses Incurred for the Preservation of the Thing*
*In connection with this subsection see Acts 1 908, N o . 221, §§27-3 6 ; 19 14, No.
28, § 7; 1 92 6, No. 209; 1 92 6, N o . 2 5 1; 1928, N o . 2 12; 1 930, No. 6, § 1 1 ; 1 934, N o .
3 0; 1 934, No. 1 70.

ART. 3224. H e who, having in his possession the property of
another, whether in deposit or on loan or otherwise, has been obliged
to incur any expense for its preservation, acquires on this property
two species of rights.
3262.

RCC-1 793, 1908, 2299, 23 1 4, 2960, 3 1 8 5 , 32 1 6, 32 1 7 (6), 322 5, 3226,
Acts 1 928, No. 2 12 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 3224.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 9 1 .

(Proj et, p. 371.

Same as above ; but comma ( ,) after
"lo an ."

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Celui qui, ayant en sa possession Ia
chose d'autrui, soit a titre de depot, soit
a titre de pret OU autrement, a ete
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Art. 3226

oblige de faire des frais pour sa con
servation, a sur cette chose, deux es
peces de droits.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3225. Against the owner of the thing, his right is in the
nature of that of pledge, by virtue of which he may retain the thing
until the expenses, which he has incurred, are repaid.
He possesses this qualified right of pledge, even against the cred
itors of the owner, if they seek to have the thing sold. He may refuse
to restore it, unless they either refund his advance, or give him security
that the thing shall fetch a sufficient price for that purpose.
RCC-23 1 4, 2599, 2 9 5 6, 3224, 3 2 2 6.

RCC

1 870, Art. 3225.

Same as above.

CC

1825, Art. 3 1 92.

( Projet, p. 3 7 1 .

Same as above.

A ddition i adopted ; no comment)

11 a,

vis-a-vis du proprietaire, une
sorte de droit de gage, en vertu duquel
il peut retenir la chose, jui:qu'a ce
qu'il soit rembourse des depenses qu'il
a faites.
11 a meme cette espece de droit de
gage, vis-a-vis des creanciers d u pro
prietaire, s'ils reclament cette chose
pour la vendre. 11 peut alors refuser
de la rendre jusqu'a ce qu'ils l'indemni
sent de ses depenses, ou qu'ils Jui don
nent caution de faire monter la chose
a un si haut prix, qu'il en soit rem
bourse.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3226. Finally, he who has i ncurred these expenses has
a privilege against these same creditors, by virtue of which he has
preference over them out of the price of the thing sold, for the amount
of such necessary charges as he shall have incurred for its preserva
tion. This is the privilege in question in the present paragraph.
RCC-2 3 1 4 , 3 1 8 7, 3 2 1 7 ( 6 ) , 3224, 3225.

RCC

1 870,

Art. 3226.

( Same as Art. 3 2 2 6 of Proposed Revision of 1869 )

Same as above.

CC 1 825 Art. 3 1 93.
,

( Projet, p. 3 7 1 .

Finally, he who has incurred these
expenses, has a privilege against these
same creditors, by virtue o f which he
has a preference over them out of the
price of the thing sold, for the amount
of such necessary charges as he shall
have incurred for its preservation. This
is the privilege in question in the present paragraph.

CC

1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN

1 804.

No corresponding article.

A ddition t adopted ; no comment)

Enfin, celui qui a fait ces depenses,
a contre ces memes creanciers un privi
lege au moyen duquel il leur est pre
fere sur le prix de la chose, pour le mon
tant des frais necessaires qu'il a faits
pour sa c onservation. C'est de ce privi
lege qu'il s'agit dans ce paragraphe.
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Art. 3227

§5-0f the Privilege of the Vendor of Movable Effects*

*In connection with this subsection see Acts 1 8 8 7, E.S., No. 62 ; 1 8 9 0, No. 6 3 ;
1 8 94, No. 27; 1894, No. 1 1 1, § 3 ; 1 9 1 0, No. 180, § 1 0 ; 1 9 16, No. 263, § 1 ; 1 92 4 , No.

24, 1 1 .

ART. 3227.* He who has sold to another any movable prop
erty, which is not paid for, has a preference on the price of his prop
erty, over the other creditors of the purchaser, whether the the
[whether the] sale was made on a credit ·or without, if the property
stiJI remains in the possession of the purchaser.
So that although the vendor may have taken a note, bond o r
other a cknowledgement from the buyer, he still enjoys the privilege.
Any person who may sell the agricultural products of the United
States in the city of New Orlenas [Orleans ] , shall be entitled to a
special lien and privilege thereon to secure the payment of the pur
chase money, for and during the space of five days only, after the
day of delivery ; within which time the vendor shall he entitle d to
seize the same in whatsoever hands or place they may be found, and
his claim for the purchase money shall have preference over all others.
H the vendor gives a written order for the d elivery of any such prod
ucts and shall say therein that they are to b e delivered without vendor's
privilege, then no lien shall attach thereto.
RCC-472 et seq., 1909, 3185, 3216, 3217 ( 7 ) , 3228 et seq., 3231, 3249, 3263.
Acts 1 8 9 0 , No. 63 ; 1894, No. 2 7 ; 1894, No. 1 1 1, § 3 ; 1 9 1 0, No. 180, § 1 0 ; 1 9 1 6 , No.
2 63, § 1 ; 1 9 2 4 , No. 24, §1.
R C C 1 870, Art. 3227.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 94.

(Same as Art. 3 2 2 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
par. 3 same as Acts 1 8 5 5, No. 298, § 1 [ R S § 2 8 72 ] )
( Projet, p. 3 7 1 .

He who has sold to another any moveable property, which is not paid for, has
a preference, on the price of this property, over the other creditors of the
purchaser, whether the sale was made on
a credit or without, if the property still
remains in the possession of the purchaser.
Par. 2 same as par. 2 , above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Celui qui a vendu a quelqu'un des
effets mobiliers qui ne sont pas encore
payes, e st prefere sur le prix de ces
effets aux autres creanciers d e son ac
quereur, soit que la vente ait ete faite
a terme ou sans terme, si ces effets
sont encore en la possession d e cet acquereur.
Ainsi, quoique le vendeur ait pris
un billet, obligation ou reconnaissance
de l'acquereur, il ne jouira pas moins
de ce privilege.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 8 9 0 , No. 6 3 ; 1894, No. 27 ; 1 8 9 4 , No.
1 1 1 , § 3 ; 1 9 1 0, No. 1 80, § 1 0 ; 1 916, No. 263, § 1 ; 1 924, No. 24, § 1 .

AltT. 3228. But if he allows the things to he sold, confus
edly
�th � ma �s of other things belonging to the purchaser, withou t mak
�ng his claim, he shall lose the privilege, becau se it will not b e possible
in such a case to a scertain what price
they brought.
•

1 92 6

,

��? 27�:9,

480, 3 2 1 7 ( 7 ) , 3227, 3229, 3 2 4 8 ,
3 2 6 3 , 3277, 3 5 5 6 ( 6 ) .
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RCC 1 870, A rt. 3228.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 95.

( Projet, p. 371.

Same as above; but c omma (,) after
"possible", and after "case."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No correspon ding article.

Addition t adopted; no comment)

Mais si le vendeur laisse ven dre les
objets qui lui ont ete ainsi achetes, con
fuse ment avec d'autres biens de son ac
quereur, s ans former sa re clamation, ii
perdra son privile ge en raison de c e
qu'on n e pourrait pas savoir pour quel
prix ces effets ont ete vendus.

ART. 3229. If the sale was not made on credit, the seller may
even claim hack the things i n kind, which were thus sold, as long as
they are i n possession of the purchaser, and prevent the resale of them ;
provided the claim for restitution he made within eight days o f the
delivery at farthest, and that the identity of the objects be established.
RCC-5 2 0 et seq., 2 5 6 1 , 2 5 64, 3222, 3227, 3 2 2 8 , 3248.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3229.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3196.

(Projet, p. 372.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"them."

Si la vente a e te faite sans terme, le
vendeur p eu t meme revendi quer en na
tu re les effets qui lui ont ete ainsi
achetes, tant qu 'ils sont en la possession
de l'ac qu e reur, et en empecher la re
vente, pourvu que la revendication soit
faite dans la huitaine de la livraison,
au plus tard, et que l'identite des objets
vendus puis s e etre constatee.

CC 1 808, p. 468, Art. 74, par. 2 under

·P·

If the sale has been made, without
an y limited time of credit, the debtor *
may even claim his effects as long as
they are in the buyer's p ossession, and
prevent their sale, provided s u ch claim
be made within eight days fro m their
d elivery, and the effects be foun d in the
same condition as they were in when
deliver ed. (Su ppress ed on r e commenda
tion of redactors; Proj et, p. 3 7 0 )

Si la vente a ete faite sans terme,
le ven deur* peut meme revendi qu er ces
eff ete, tant qu'ils s on t a la possession
de I'acheteur, et en empecher la r evente,
pourvu que la r evendication soit faite
dans la hui t aine de la livrais on, et qu e
Jes eff ets s e trouvent dans le meme e tat
dans lequel c ette livraison a ete faite.
(Suppr essed on recommendation of re
dactors; Proj et, p. 370)

subd. 5.

469, Art. 74, par. 2 under subd. 5.

CN 1 804, Art. 2102, par. 2 under aubd. 4.
If the sale has been made without
any limited time of credit, the vendor
may even claim his effects as long as
they are in the bu yer's possession, an d
prevent their sale, provided such claim
be made within eight days from their
delivery, an d the effects be found in the
same condition as they were in when
deli vered.

Si la vente a e te faite sans terme,
le vendeur peut meme reven di qu er c es
effets tant qu'ils s ont en la possession
de l' acheteur , et en empe cher la re
vente, pour vu que la reven dication soit
faite dans la huitaine de la livraison,
et que ! es effets se trouvent dans le
meme e tat dans lequel cette livraison
a ete faite;

*Note error in English tnm!';]ation of French text ; "debtor" should be "ven dor."
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ART. 3230. When the things reclaimed consist in merchandise,
which is sold in bales, packages or cases, the claim shall not he ad·
mitted if they have been untied, unpacked or taken out of the cases
and mixed with other things of the same nature belonging to the pur
chaser, so that their identity can no longer he established.
RCC-520 et seq., 3 2 3 1 .
RCC 1 870, Art. 3230.
Same as above.
A ddition adopted; no co mment )
(Projet, p. 372.
Lors qu e !es c hoses reven diquees con Same as a bove ; but comma (,) after
"admitted'', and after "the cases. "
sistent e n marchandises qui s e vendent
sous ba ll es et sous cordes, ou en caisses,
la reven d ication n'en sera pas admise, s i
ces o bjets ont ete delies, deballes ou
decaisses, et meles avec d'autres effets
de Ia m e me nature q u'aurait l'acque
reu r, de maniere q u'on ne put pas en
constater l'i dentite.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 97.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding a rticle.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding a rticle.

ART. 3231. But i£ the things sold are of such a nature as to
he easily recognized, as h ousehold furniture, even although the papers
or cloths, which covered them at the time of delivery, he rem oved.
the claim for restitution shall he allowed.
RCC-477, 3227, 3 2 3 0, 3 5 5 6 ( 2 9 ) .
RCC 1 8 70, Art. 323 1 .
Same a s above.

cc 1 808.

A d dition 1: adopted ; no co m men t)
(Projet, p. 3 72 .
Mais s i Jes objets vendus sont d e n a 
ture a e t r e aise ment reconnus . c o m me
Jes meubles meublans, q uoi qu 'o n ait
ote ! es p a p ie rs e t les toiles qui les enve
loppai ent Iors de leur livra ison, Ia revendication n ' en s era pas interdit e .
No corresponding article.

C N 1 804.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 98.
Same as above.

§ 6-0f the Privilege o f the Innkeeper on the Effects of the Traveler

ART. 3232. Those are called innkeepers, who keep a tavern
or hotel, and make a business of lodging travelers.
RCC-2669, 2678, 3 1 8 5 , 3 2 1 1 , 3264, 3 5 3 4 .
Rec 1 870, Art. 3232.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 1 99.

CC 1 808.

(Projet, p. 372.
A dd ition adopted; n o c o m m en t )
On a ppelle aubergistes ceux q u i tien
ne �t u n e au berge ou une h ot ellerie ,
et
qui font pro fession de log er Jes voya
geu rs.
No correspon ding article .

CN 1 804.

No corresponding a rticle.

Same as above.
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ART. 3233.* Inn-keepers and all others who let lodgings or
receive or take hoarders have a privilege, or more properly, a right of
pledge on the property of all persons who take their hoard or lodging
with them, by virtue of which they may retain property, and have
it sold, to obtain payment of what such persons may owe them on
either accounts above mentioned and this privilege shall extend to
extras not to exceed Ten ($10) Dollars supplied by the proprietors
of hotels, inns and boarding house keepers. ( As amended by Acts
1898, No. llO)
RCC-2705, 32 1 1 , 3 2 1 3 , 3 2 1 6, 3 2 1 7 ( 8 ) , 3 2 3 4 , 3 2 3 6, 3 534.

RS-36 6 6 .

Art. 3233.

In [InnJ Keepers and all others who let lodgings, or receive or take boarders
have a privilege, or more properly a right of pledge, on the property of all persons
who take their board or lodging with them, by virtue of which they may retain
the property, and have it sold, to obtain payment of what such persons may owe
them on either of the accounts above mentioned. (As amended by Acts 1 8 9 6 , No.
29)
RCC 1 870, Art. 3233.

Innkeepers have a privilege, or more properly a right of pledge, on the property
of travelers who take their board or lodging with them, by virtue of which they
may retain the property and have it sold, to obtain payment of what such travelers
may owe them, on either of the accounts above mentioned.
CC 1 825, Art. 3200.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 372. Addition adopted; no comment)
Les aubergistes ont sur les effets des
voyageurs qui prennent Jeur nourriture
ou leur logement chez eux, un privi
lege ou plutot un droit de gage, en
vertu duquel ils peuvent retenir ces
effets et les faire vendre, pour ob
tenir le payement de ce que ces voya
geurs leur doivent pour l'une des causes
sus-mentionnees.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1859, No. 1 3 6 ms §36G6l.

AnT. 3234. Inn-keepers, hotel, hoarding house and lodging
house keepers enjoy this privilege on all the property which the so
journer has brought to their place, whether it belongs to him or not,
because the property so brought into their place has become pledged
to them by the mere fact of its introduction into their place. ( As
amended by Acts 1896, No. 35 )
RCC-2707, 2708, 2 9 6 5 et seq., 3216, 32 1 7 ( 8 ) , 3 23 3, 3236.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3234.

Innkeepers enjoy this privilege on all the property which the traveler has brought
to the inn, whether it belongs to him or not, because this property has become
their pledge by the fact of its introduction into the inn. This privilege extends
even to coined money whch may be found in the apartment of the traveler who
has died in their house.
CC 1 825, Art. 3201..

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 372. Addition t adopted ; no comment)
Les aubergistes ont ce privilege sur
tous les effets que le voyageur a ap
portes dans l'auberge, qu'ils lui ap
partiennent ou non, parceque ces effets
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sont devenus leur gage par le seul
fait de leur introduction dans l'hO
tellerie. Ils l'ont meme sur !'argent mon
noye [monnayeJ qui peut se trouver dans
l'appartement du voyageur qui vient a
deceder dans leur maison.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3235.
The term travelers applies to strangers and such
as being transiently in a place where they have no domicile, take their
hoard and lodging at an inn.
RCC-38 et seq., 2 708, 2 965, 2966.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3235.

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 3202.

CC 1 808.

(Projet, p. 372. Addition adopted ; no comment)
On considere comme voyageurs, les
etrangers, et ceux qui, etant passagere
ment dans un lieu ou ils n'ont point de
domicile, prennent leur nourriture et
leur logement a l'auberge.
No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Same as above.

ART. 3236. Whenever any trunk, carpet-hag, valise, box,
bundle or other baggage which shall hereafter come into the posses·
sion o f the keeper of any hotel, inn, h oarding or lodging house, as
such, and shall remain unclaimed or unredeemed for the period of
six months, such keeper may proceed to sell the same at public auc·
tion, and without judicial proceedings, and out of the proceeds of
such sale may retain the amount due him for hoard, lodging and
extras, and the charges for storage, if any, and the expense of adver
tising and sale thereof, hut no such sale shall he made until the ex·
piration of four weeks from the first publication of notice of such sale
in a newspaper published in or nearest the city, town, village or place
in which said hotel, inn, boarding or lodging house is situated. Said
notice shall he published once a week for four successive weeks, in
some newspaper, daily or weekly, of general circulation, and shall
contain a description of each trunk, carpet-bag, valise, box, bundle
or other baggage as near as may be ; the name of the owner, if known ;
the name of said keeper, and the time and place of sale ; and the
expense incurred for advertising shall be a lien upon such trunk,
carpet-bag, valise, box, bundle or other baggage in a ratable propor·
tion according to the value of such property, or thing or article sold ;
and in case any balance arising upon such sale shall not he claimed by
the rightful owner within one week from the day of said sale the
same shall be paid to the Charity Hospital of New Orleans. (As
amended by Acts 1 896, No. 28)
RCC-3165, 32 1 7 ( 8 ) , 3 2 3 3 , 3234.

Acts 1 9 1 4 , No. 2 4 ; 1 9 16, No. 33.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3236.
The innkeeper, who retains the property of a traveler for tavern expenses due
to him, can not sell it of his own authority ; he must apply to a tribunal to have
his debt ascertained, and the property seized and sold for the payment of it.
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Same as above.

(Projet, p. 372. Addition :i: adopted ; no comment)
L'aubergiste, qui retient les effets
d'un voyageur pour ce qui lui est dil
pour frais d'auberge, ne peut pas les
vendre de son autorite privee. 11 doit
s'adresser au juge pour faire liquider
sa creance, et faire saisir et vendre
ces effets pour se payer.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article�

Section 3-0F

Art. 3237

THE PRIVILEGE o:N SHIPS AND MERCHANDISE *

* In connection with this section see Acts 1855, No. 3 3 5, §7 CRS §§2895, 36571 ;
1857, No. 74, § §5, 10 [RS § §2 7 0 9, 27101 ; 1865, No. 5 6, § 1 2 CRS §27051 ; ·18 67, No.
1 5 8 C R S § §2892, 36691 ; 1882, No. 6 9 ; 1908, No. 55 ; 1 928, No. 198, §5 ; 1938, No.
381.

ART. 3237. The following debts are privileged on the price
of ships and other vessels, in the order in which they are placed :
1. Legal and other charges incurred to obtain the sale of a ship
or other vessel, and the distribution of the price.
2. Debts for pilotage, towage, wharfage and anchorage.
3. The expenses of keeping the vessel from the time of her
entrance into port until sale, including the wages of persons employed
to w atch her.
4. The rent of stores, in which the r igging and apparel are
deposited.
5. The maintenance of the ship and her tackle and apparatus,
since her return into port from her last voyage.
6. The wages of the captain and crew employed on the last
voyage.
7. Sums lent to the captain for the necessities of the ship during
the last voyage, and reimbursement of the price of merchandise sold
by him for. the same purpose.
8. Sums due to sellers, to those who have furnished materials
and to workmen employed in the construction, H the vessel has n ever
made a voyage ; and those due to creditors for supplies, labor, repair·
ing, .. victuals, armament and equipment, previous to the departure
of the ship, if she has already made a voyage.
9. Money lent on bottomry for re.fitting, victualing, arming and
equipping the vessel before her departure.
10. The premiums due for insurance made on the vessel, tackle
and apparel, and on the armament and equipment of the ship.
11. The amount of damage due to freighters for the failure in
delivering goods which they have shipped, or for the reimbursement
of damage sustained by the goods through the fault of the captain
or crew.

12. Where any loss or damage has been caused to the person
or property of any individual by any carelessness, neglect or want
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of skill in the direction or management of any steamboat, barge, flat
boat, water craft or raft, the party injured shall have a privilege to
rank a fter the privileges above specified.
The term of prescription of privileges against ships, steamboats
and other vessels shall he six months.
RCC-2 755, 3 185, 32 1 6, 32 1 7 , 3238 et seq., 353 1, 353 4, 35 3 6.
No . 3 8 1 .
RS-2 892, 2 8 95, 3 4 6 7, 3 657, 3669.

A cts 1 938,

RCC 1870, Art. 3237.

(Same as Art. 3237 o f Proposed Revision o f 1 8 6 9 ;
subd . 2 in conformity with Acts 1858, N o . 9 8 [RS
§ §2 8 90, 36681 ; p ar. 1 under subd. 12 in c o nfo rmity
with Acts 185 3, N o . 1 92, and Acts 1 855, N o . 335,
§ 9 rns § §2896, 3 65 9 1 ; par. 2 under subd. 1 2 s ame
as Acts 1858, N o . 1 60 CRS § §2891, 3 6 7 1 1 )

CC 1 825, Art. 3204.

( Proj et, p. 373.

Same as above.

The following debts are privileged on
the price of ships or other vessels, in
the o rder in whic h they are plac ed :
1.
Legal and other c harges, in
curred to o btain the sale o f a ship or
other vessel, and the distribution of
the pric e ;
2.
Debts for pilotage, wharfage and
anc horage ;
Subds. 3-7 same as s ubds. 3-7, above ;
but comma (,) after " en tranc e into
port" ; s emicolon ( ;) after " watch her",
after "deposited", after "her last voy
age", after "the last voyage", and afte1·
"purpose."

8. Sums due to s ellers, those who
have furnished materials, and workmen
employed in the construc tion, if the
vesse l has n ever made a voyage ; and
tho s e due to creditors for supplies, la
bour, repairing, vic tu als, armament and
equipmen t, previous to the d eparture of
the s hip, if she has already mad e a
voyage;
Subds. 9-11 same as s ubds. 9-11,
above; bu t semicolon ( ;) after "de
parture'', and after "ship ."

Add ition :j: adopted ; no c o m m en t)

Son t p rivilegiees sur le p rix des n avires e t autres embarc ations, et d ans
1'ordre o u elles sont r ange es, les ereanc es c i-apres :
1.
Les frais de justice, et autres f aits
pour p arvenir a la vente du n avire ou
autre e m barcation et a la distribution
du prix;
2.
Les d ro its de pilotage, q u aiage
et ama1·rage ;
3.
Les gages des gardiens et frais d e
gard e d u batiment depuis s o n entre e
dans le p o rt jusqu' a la vente ;
4.
Le loyer d es magasin s o u s t1
trouvent deposes les agres e t a p p araux;
5.
Les frais d'entretien du batiment
et d e s es agres et apparaux d ep u is son
dern ier voyage et son reto u r d an s le
port;
6.
Les gages et loyers du c apitaine
et autres gens d e !'equipage e mp loyes
au d erni e r voyage ;
7.
Les s ommes pretees au c ap itaine
pour les beso ins du batiment p endant
le dern i e r voyage, et le rembo u rs emen t
du p r ix d es marchandises par lu i vendues
pour le meme o bjet;
8.
Les s ommes d ues aux v en d eu rs ,
aux fourniss eurs e t ouvriers ernployes
dans l a construc tion, si le n avire n ' a
p as encore fait d e voyage ; e t l e s s o m mes
dues aux c re anciers pour fournitures,
travaux,
main-d'amvre,
rad o u b,
vic 
tu ail l e, armement et e quip e m en t avant
le d e part du navire, s'il a d e j a n avigue ;
9.
Les sommes prete es a . la grosse
sur l e c o rps, q uille et app araux pour ra
doub, victu aille, armement e t e q uipe
ment, avant le depart du n avire ;
1 0.
L e montant des primes d ' assu
ran c e f aites su r le corps, q u ille, agres
et apparaux, et sur armement et equipe
ment du n avire ;
11.
Les
dommage-interets
[dom
mages-inte rets1 dus aux affreteurs pour
le d efaut d e delivranc e des marchan
dises qu'ils ont charge es , ou p o ur rem-
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boursement du prix des avaries souf
fertes par ces marchandises par la faute
du capitaine ou de !'equipage.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3238. The creditors, named in each number of the pre
c eding article, except number twelve, come in together, and must all
suffer a ratable diminution, if the fund b e insufficient.
RCC-3 1 8 7 , 3 1 8 8 , 3 2 37, 3 240, 3 5 3 4 et seq.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3238.

- (Same as Art. 3 2 3 8 of Proposed Revision of 1869 )

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art.

3205.

( Projet, p. 3 7 3 .

The creditors, named in each number
of the preceding article, come in together, and must all suffer a ratable
diminution, if the fund be insufficient.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Les creanciers compris dans chacun
des numeros de !'article qui precede,
viennent par concurrence entr'eux et
par contribution, en cas d'insuffisance.

ART. 3239. Creditors having privileges on ships or other ves
sels, may pursue the vessel in the possession of any person who has
obtained it by virtue of a sale ; in this case, however, a distinction
must he made between a forced and a voluntary sale.
RCC-2 0 1 5 , 3240 et seq., 3 2 8 2 .

CP-28 5 , 2 8 9.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3239.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 3206.

( Projet, p. 374.

Same as above ; but "has" misspelled
" have" ; comma ( , ) after "Creditors."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Les creanciers privilegies sur les na
vires et autres embarcations ont un droit
de suite sur le batiment, quoiqu'il passe
en d'autres mains par l'effet de la vente
qui en serait faite ; mais il faut distin
guer a cet egard si la vente a ete
forcee ou volontaire.

ART. 3240. When the sale was a forced one, the right of the
purchaser to the property becomes irrevocable ; he owes only the
price of adjudication, and over it the creditors exercise their privilege,
in the order above prescribed.
RCC-2 6 1 8 et seq., 3 1 8 3 , 3 2 3 7 et seq.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3240.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3207.
Same as above.

( Projet, p. 374.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Lorsque la vente du navire a ete
forcee, Jes droits de l'adjudicataire a
la propriete deviennent inevocables ; ii
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ne doit que le prix de son adjudication
sur lequel les creanciers exercent leu;
privilege, suivant l'ordre qui est ci
dessus prescrit.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3241. When the sale is voluntary on the part of the
owner, a distinction is to he made, whether the* vessel was in port
or on a voyage.
RCC-32 3 9, 3242 et seq.
RCC 1870, Art. 3241.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3208.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 874. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Quand la vente est volontaire de la
part du proprietaire, on distingue si
!ors de cette vente le navire ou autre*
batiment etait dans le port OU en voyage.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "ship or other."

When a sale has been made, the vessel being in
port, the creditors of the vendor, who enjoy the privilege for some
cause anterior to the act of sale, may demand payment and enforce
their rights over the ship, until a voyage has been made in the name
and at the risk of the purchaser, without any claim interposed by them.

ART.

3242.

RCC-3 2 4 1 , 3243, 3244.
RCC 1870, Art. 3 242.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3209.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 374. Addition :t adopted ; no comment)
Lorsque la vente a ere faite, le navire
dans le port, les creanciers privilegies
du vendeur pour une cause anterieure a
l'acte de vente, peuvent poursuivre leur
payement et exercer leurs droits sur ce
biltiment, jusqu'a ce qu'il ait fait un
voyage, sous le nom et aux risques de
l'acheteur, sans reclamation de leur
part.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3243. But when the ship has made a voyage in the name
and at the risk of the purchaser, without any claim on the part of the
privileged creditors of the vendor, these privileges are lost and extinct
against the ship, if she was in port at the time of sale.
RCC-3242, 3244, 3245, 3277, 3442.
RCC 1870, Art. 3243,

Same as above.
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CC 1825, Art. 3210.
Same as above.

CC 1 808.

( Projet, p . 374.
Addition + adopted ; no co mmen t)
Mais lorsque le navire a fait un voyage
sous le nom et aux ri sques de l'acheteur,
sans reclamation de la part des crean
ciers p rivilegies du vendeur, tous ces
privi leges sont purges et eteints contre
le batiment, lorsqu'il etait dans le port
a l'epo qu e de la vente.
No corresponding arti cle.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3244. On the other hand, if the ship was on a voyage
at the time of sale, the privilege of the creditor against the purchaser
shall only become extinct after the ship shall have returned to the
port of departure, and the creditors of the vendor shall have allowed
her to depart on another voyage for the account and risk of the pur·
chaser, and shall have made no claim.
RCC-32 42, 3243, 3 2 45, 32 77.
RCC 1870, Art. 3244.
Same as above.
CC 1.825, Art. 321 1 .
(Projet, p . 374.
Addition adop ted; no comment)
Au contraire si le navire etait en
Same as abo ve ; but comma ( , ) after
voyage lors de cette vente, les privileges
"a voyage."
ne seront purges contre l'acquereur
qu'autant que le navire sera revenu
dans le port dont il etait p arti, et que
les creanciers du vendeur l'auront laisse
reparti r p our un autre voyage pour les
compte et risques de l'ac quereu r, san s
faire de reclamation.
CC 1808.
No col'l'esponding article.
CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3245. A ship is considered to have made a voyage, when
her departure from one port and arrival at another shall have taken
place, or when, without having arrived at another, more than sixty
days have elapsed between the departure and return to the same port ;
or when the ship, having departed on a long voyage, has been out
more than sixty days, without any claim on the part of persons pre
tending a privilege.
RCC-32 4 3, 3244, 3 5 35.
RCC 1870, Art. 3245.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3212.
( Projet, p. 374.
Addition adopted; no comment)
Same as above; but comma (,) after
Un n avire est cense avoir fait un voyage, lorsque son depart et son arrive e
"same port."
ont ete constates dans deux ports dif
ferens, ou lorsque, sans etre arrive dans
un autre port, il s'est e coule plus de
soixante jours entre le dep art et le
retour dans le meme port, o u lorsque
le navire etan t p arti pour un voyage de
long-cours, a ete p lus de soixante jours
en voyage, sans reclamation de la p art
des creanciers qui pretendent au privi
lege.
CC 1808.
No corresp o n ding article.
CN 1804.

No corresp o n ding arti cle.
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ART. 3246. The captain has a privilege for the freight during
fifteen days after the delivery of the merchandise, if they have not
passed into third hands. He may even keep the goods, unless the
shipper or consignee shall give him security for the payment o f the
freight.
RCC-2709, 3265, 3 5 34.
R C C 1 8 7 0, Art. 3246.

Same as above.

cc 1 825, Art. 3213.

(Projet, p. 374. Addition adopted; no comment)
Le capitaine a un privilege pour le
_Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"for the freight."
payement de son fret, pendant quin
zaine depuis la delivrance des marchan
dises, si elles n'ont pas passe en mains
.tierces. Le capitaine peut meme retenir
les marchandises, a moins que le char
geur ou le consignataire ne lui donnent
siirete p o ur le payement de son fret.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding a1·ticle.

ART. 324 7. Every consignee or c omm1ss10n agent who has
made advances on goods consigned to him, o r placed in his h ands
to h e sold for account of the consignor, has a privilege for the amount
of these advances, with interest and charges on the value of the goods,
i£ they are at his disposal in his stores, or in a public warehouse, o r
if, b efore their arrival, h e c a n show, h y a hill of lading or letter o f
advice, that they have b een dispatched to him.
This privilege extends to the unpaid price of the goods which
the consignee or agent shall have thus received and sold.
Every consignee, commission agent or factor shall have a privi
lege, preferred to any a ttaching creditor, o n the goods consigned to
him for any balance due him, whether specially advanced o n such
goods or not ; provided they have been received by him, or an invoice
or hill o f lading has been received by him previous to the attachment ;
provided, that the privilege established hy this article shall n o t have
a preference over a privilege pre-existing o n the goods aforesaid i n
behalf of a resident creditor of this State.
RCC-3022, 3023, 3 187, 3248. Acts 1874, No. 66, § §2, 3 (as am. by 1 8 8 2 ,
No. 4 4 , and 1922, No. 9 3 ) ; 1 9 12 , No. 94, §26.
RCC 1 870, Art. 32�7.

Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3 2 4 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
par. 3 same as CC 1 8 2 5 , Art. 3214, as amended by
Acts 1841, No. 2 1 , and Acts 1841, No. 7 2 [RS
§ §443, 2887 ] )

C C 1 825, Art. 3214.

(Projet, p. 374.
Addition :j: adopted ; no commen t )
Same as pars. 1, 2, above ; but comma
Tout consignataire ou commission(,) after "commission agent."
naire, qui a fait des avances sur les mar
chandis es a lui expediees ou remises pour
etre vendue s pour le compte d u com
mettant, a un privilege, pour le rem
boursem ent de ses avances , interet s et
frais, sur l a valeur de ces marcha ndises
si elles sont a sa disposition dans se�
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magasins ou dans un depot public, ou
si avant qu'elles soient arrivees, il peut
constater par un connaissement ou une
lettre d'avis, !'expedition qui Jui en a
ete faite.
Ce privilege s'etend sur le prix non
encore paye des marchandises que le
consignataire ou le commissionnaire au
rait ainsi recues et vendues.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

3248. In the event of the failure of the consignee or
ART.
commission agent, the consignor has not only a right to reclaim the
goods sent by him, and which remain unsold in the hands of the
consignee or agent, if he can prove their identity, hut he has also a
privilege on the price of such as have been sold, if the price has not
been paid by the purchaser, or passed into account current between
him and the bankrupt.
RCC-3005, 3222, 3228 et setJ., 3247, 3427.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3248.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 3 2 1 5.
Same as above ;
after "identity."

( Projet, p. 3 7 5 .
but

semicolon

( ;)

CC 1 808.

No conesponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

En cas de faillite du consignataire ou
commissionnaire, le commettant a non
seulement le droit de revendiquer les
marchandises qu'il lui a envoyees, et
qui se trouvent en nature et invendues
entre !es mains de ce consignataire ou
commissionnaire, s'il peut en constater
l'identite, mais ii a en outre un privi
lege sur le prix de celles de ces mar
chandises qui ont ete vendues, si ce
prix n'a pas ete paye par l'acheteur OU
passe en compte courant entre le failli
et Jui.

Chapter 4--0 F PRIVILEGES ON IMMOVABLES*

*In connection with this chapter see Acts 1 8 8 0, No. 1 34, n (as am. by 1928,
No. 1 7 2 ) ; 1 898, No. 1 6 9 , § § 35, 4 1 , 42 (as am. by 1904, No. 3 1, §§1, 5, 6; 19 14,
No. 249 ; 1 9 1 5 , E.S., No. 7, § § 1 , 2 ; 1 922, No. 6 1 , § § 1 , 3 ; 1 926, No. 102 ; 1 9 38, No.
2 2 3 ; and 1 9 4 0 , No. 8 6 ) ; 1 898, No. 1 7 0, §§32, 3 3 ; 1 9 12, No. 1 5 9, §§42, 4 3, 48 (as
am. by 1 9 1 4 , No. 23 ; 1 9 1 6, No. 69, § 4 8 ; 1 9 2 1 , E.S., No. 1 05, §48 ; 1 9 2 6 , No. 346,
§ 4 8 ; 1 928, No. 2 3 6, §48 ; and 1 9 3 6, No. 338, § 4 8 ) ; 1 9 14, No. 2 1 0 (as am. by 1916,
No. 2 5 ) ; 1 9 1 5 , E.S., No. 27 (as am. by 1 9 1 6 , No. 2 6 ; 1 9 16, No. 107; 1 924, No.
2 0 6 ; and 1 9 2 8 , No. 1 7 7 ) ; 1 9 16, No. 98 ; 1 9 1 6, No. 263, § 1 ; 1 9 1 8, No. 47, § 3 ; 1918,
No. 1 3 6 ; 1 9 18, No. 149, §4; 1 9 1 8 , No. 224 (as am. by 1 9 2 6, No. 2 7 1 ) ; 1920,
No. 1 8 7 , § 4 ; 1920, No. 250, §4 ; 1 921, E.S., No. 85, § 3 1 ; 1924, No. 203 ;
1 9 2 6 , No. 1 68 (as am. by 1928, No. 8, and 1 928, No. 2 0 6 ) ; 1926, No. 298,
§ § 1, 1 1- 1 3 (as am. by 1 9 38, No. 323 ) ; 1932, No. 140, § § 5 0-52 (as am. by 1934,
2 E.S., No. 4 4 ; 1 938, No. 3 3 7 ; and 1 9 4 0, No. 3 1 2 ) ; 1934, No. 92 (as am. by 1936,
No. 257, and 1 9 38, No. 2 5 8 ) ; 1 9 4 0, No. 100.
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Creditors who have a privilege on immovables,

1. The vendor on the estate by him sold, for the payment of
the price or so much of it as i s unpaid, whether it was sold on or
without a credit.
2 . Architects, undertakers, bricklayers, painters, master build
ers, contractors, subcontractors, journeymen, laborers, cartmen and
other workmen employed in constructing, rebuilding or repairing
houses, buildings, or making other works.
3. Those who have supplied the owner or other person em
}lloyed by the owner, his agent or subcontractor, with materials of
any kind for the construction or repair of an edifice or other work,
when such materials have been used in the erection or repair of such
houses or other works.
The above named parties shall have a lien and privilege upon
the building, improvement or other work erected, and upon the lot
of ground not exceeding one acre, upon which the building, improve
ment or other work shall he erected ; provided, that such lot of ground
belongs to the person having such building, improvement or other
work erected ; and i£ such building, improvement or other work is
caused to be erected by a lessee o f the lot of ground, in that case the
privilege shall exist only against the lease and shall not affect the
owner.
4. Those who have worked by the job in the manner directed
by the law, or by the regulations of the police, in making or repairing
the levees, bridges, ditches and roads of a proprietor, on the land over
which levees, bridges and roads have been made or repaired.
RCC-5 06 et seq., 596, 705, 1968, 2770, 2772, 2773, 2775, 3185, 3227, 3250,
3268, 3269, 3271 et seq., 3347, 3404. Acts 1880, No. 134 ( as am. by 1928, No. 172) ;
1916, No. 9 8 ; 1 9 16, No. 2 63 , § 1 ; 19 18, No. 224 (as am. by 1926, No. 271) ; 1924,
No. 203 ; 1926, No. 298, § § 1, 11-13 (as am. by 1938, No. 323 ) ; 1932, No. 140,
§§50-52 (as am. by 1934, 2E.S., No. 4 4 ; 1 938, No. 337 ; and 1940, No. 312) ;
1940, No. 100.
RCC 1870, Art. 3249.

Same as above.

(Same as Art. 3249 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as CC 1825, Art. 3216, as amended by Acts
1868, No. 126 ms § §445, 287 6 1 )

(Projet, p. 375. Amendment adopte d ; comment
by redactors)
Creditors who have a privilege on
Les creanciers privilegies sur les imimmoveables and slaves, are :
meubles et les esclaves, sont:
1. The vendor, on the estate or slave
1. Le vendeur sur le fonds ou l'esby him sold, for the payment of the
clave par lui vendu, pour le payement
price, or so much of it as is due, whether
du prix ou de ce qui en reste du, soit
it was sold on or without a credit;
que la vente en ait ete faite a terme
ou sans terme;
2. Architects and undertakers, brick
2. Les architectes, entrepreneurs,
layers and other workmen employed in
mai;ons et autres ouvriers, employes
constructing, rebuilding or repairing
pour COnstruire OU reparer des bati•
houses, buildings, or making other works
mens, edifices ou autres ouvrages quel
on such houses, buildings, or works by
conques, sur les batimens, edifices et
them constructed, rebuilt or repaired ;
autres ouvrages qu'ils ont ainsi cons
truits OU repares;
3 . Those who have supplied the
3. Ceux qui ont fourni au proprie
owner with materials for the construc
taire les materiaux necessaires pour la
tion or repair of an edifice or other
construction OU la reparation d'un edi
work, which he has erected or repaired
fice ou autre ouvrage qu'il a fait consCC 1825, Art. 3 2 1 6.
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out of these materials, on the edifice
or other work constructed or repaired ;

4 . Those who have worked by the
job, or by employing their slaves in the
manner directed by the law, or by the
regulations of the police, in making or
repairing the levees, bridges, ditches
and roads of a proprietor, on the land,
the levees, bridges and roads over
which* * have been made or repaired.
CC 1 808, p. 470, Art. 75, par. 1 ; par. 1

Art. 3250

truire ou reparer au moyen d e ces mate..
riaux, sur !'edifice ou sur l'ouvrage qui
a ete ainsi construit OU repare;
4. Ceux qui ont travaille par entre
prise, ou en fournissant leurs esclaves,
conformement a la J oi OU aux regJemens
de police, pour faire OU reparer les
levees, ponts, canaux et chemins d'un
proprietaire, sur la terre dont les levees,
ponts et chemins * * ont ete ainsi faits et
rep ares.

·p. 47 1 , Art. 75, par. 1 ; par. 1 under
aubd. 1 ; aubd. 2.

under subd. 1 ; aubd. 2.
The creditors who have a privilege
on immoveables are :
1st, The vender on the estate by him
sold, for the payment of the price of it,
whether it was sold for ready money,
or on a credit, or whether a mortgage
has been expressly stipulated by him or
not, provided there exist no novation of
the debt.
2d, Architects and other undertakers,
brick layers and other workmen, em
ployed in constructing, rebuilding or
repairing houses, or making other works,
on the said houses or works by them
constructed, rebuilt or repaired.

Les creanciers privilegies, sur Jes im
meubles, sont :
1. Le vendeur sur le fonds vendu,
pour le payement du prix, soit que la
vente ait ete faite au comptant OU a
credit, et soit qu'il y ait eu hYPotheque
stipulee ou non, pourvu qu'il n'y ait
pas eu de novation.

2. Les architectes et autres entre
preneurs, macons et autres ouvriers em
ployes p our edifier, reconstruire OU re
parer des batimens ou autres ouvrages
quelconques, sur les batimens et autres
ouvrages qu'ils ont ainsi edifies, recons
truits OU repares,

CN 1804, Art. 2103, par. l ; par. 1 under aubd. 1 ; par. 1 under subd. 4.
The creditors who have a privilege on
immovables are :
1.
The vendor, on the immovable
sold, for the payment of the price ;
4. Architects, undertakers, bricklayers and other workme n employed in
constructing, rebuilding or repairing
buildings, canals, or other works, provided however, that a proces-verbal has
been previously made by an expert app ointed ex officio by the court of first
instance of the district where the buildings are situated, showing the condition of the premises relative to the work
that the owner declares it to be his intention of undertaking, and provided
also that the work has been approved
within six months at least from its completion, by an expert likewise named by
the court ex officio.

Les creanciers privilegies sur les immeubles sont,
1. Le vendeur, sur l'immeuble vendu,
pour le paiement du prix;
4. Les architectes, entrepreneurs,
macons et autres ouvriers employes pour
edifier, reconstruire ou reparer des bati
mens, canaux, ou autres ouvrages quel
conques, pourvu neanmoins que, par un
expert nomme d'office par le tribunal
de premiere instance dans le ressort du
quel les batimens sont situes, il ait .ete
dresse prealablement un proces-verbal, a
l'effet de constater l'etat des lieux rela
tivement aux ouvrages que le proprie
taire declarera avoir dessein de faire, et
que les ouvrages aient ete, dans les six
mois au plus de leur perfection, recus
par un expert egalement nomme d'office ;

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 9 1 6, No. 98 ; 1916, No. 263, § 1 ; 1918,
No. 224 (as am. by 1926, No. 271) ; 1924, No. 203 ; 1926, No. 298, §§1, 11-13
( as am. by 1 938, No. 3 23 ) ; 1932, No. 140, §§60-62 (as am. by 1934, 2E.S., No. 44 ;
1938, No. 3 3 7 ; and 1940, No. 3 1 2 ) ; 1940, No. 1 00.
* * Note error in English translation of French text ; "the levees, bridges and
. roads over which" should be "over which the levees, bridges and roads."

ART.
3250. The privilege granted to the vendor on the im
movable sold by him, extends to the beasts and agricultural implements
attached to the estate, and which made part of the sale.
RCC-463, 468, 2 4 61, 2490, 3249.

RCC 1870, Art. 3250.

(Same as Art. 3250 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
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Art. 3251

( Projet, p. 376. Amendment adopted ; comment
by redactors)
Le privilege accorde au vendeur sur
The privilege granted to the vendor
on the immoveable sold by him, extends
l'immeuble par lui vendu, s'etend aux
to the slaves, beasts and agricultural imesclaves, animaux et ustenciles [usten
plements attached to the estate, and
silesJ aratoires attaches au fonds, qui
faisaient partie de la vente.
which made part of the sale.
CC 1 825, Art. 3217.

CC

1 808, p. 470, Art. 7 5,

subd.

par. 2 under

-p. 47 1 , Art.

75, par. 2 under aubd. 1.

1.

This privilege extends t o slaves and
cattle sold with the estate.

CN 1 804.

Ce privilege s'etend sur les esclaves

et sur les animaux vendus avec le fonds.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3251. If there are several successive sales, on which the
price is due wholly or in part, the first vendor is preferre d to the
second, the second to the third, and so throughout.
RCC-2015, 3187, 3 3 9 7 .
RCC 1870. Art. 3251.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3218.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 376. Amendment adopted; comment
by redactors)
S'il y a plusieurs ventes successives,
dont le prix soit du en tout ou en
partie, le premier vendeur est prefer€
au second, le second au troisieme, et
ainsi de suite.

CC 1 808, p. 470, Art. 75, par. 3 under
s ub d .

1.

-p. 47 1 , Art. 75, par. 3 under aubd. 1 .

I f there are several successive sales,
the price of which is due in whole or in
part, the first vender is preferred to
the second, the second to the third,
and so on.

CN 1 804,

Same

as

above.

Art. 2 1 03, par. 2 under &ubd. 1.

Same as above.

Chapter 5-0F

S'il y a p lusieurs ventes successives
dont le prix soit dii en tout ou en partie,
le premier vendeur est prefere au se
cond, le deuxieme au troisieme, et ainsi
de suite ;

PRIVILEGES WHICH EMBRACE BOTH MOVABLES
AND IMMOVABLES*

* I n connection with this chapter see Acts 1894, No. 6 5, §4 ; 1916, No. 263, § 1 ;
1 9 18, No. 47, § 3 ; 1920, No. 1 9 2 , § 8 ; 1920, No. 2 5 0, § 4 ; 1926, No. 7 ; 1 92 6, No.
6 3 ; 1 9 3 2 , No. 74, § 1 ; 1 9 3 4 , No. 21, § 1 01 (e) (as am. by 1 934, 2E.S., No. 7, §42 ;
1 9 3 6 , No. 143 ; and 1 9 3 8 , No. 2 3 1 ) ; 1934, 3E.S., No. 1 5 , §52 (as am. by 1938 ,
No. 4 2 9, and 1940, No. 3 68 ) ; 1 9 3 5 , 1E.S., No. 10, § 8 ( 1, 4 ) ; 1935, 2E.S., No.
24, § 1 (as am. by 1940, No. 145 ) ; 1935, 2E.S., No. 2 5, § 6 ; 1936, No. 92, § 12 .

ART. 3252. The privileges which extend alike to movables and
immovables are the following :1 . Funeral charges,
2 . Judicial charges,
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3.
4.

Art. 3252

Expenses of last illness,
The wages of servants,
The salaries of s ecretaries, clerks and other agents of that

5.
kind.
With regard to the wife's dower,* she has no privilege of the
immovable property of her husband, but a mere right of mortgage,
as is said under the title : "Of the marriage contract, and of the
respective rights of the parties in relation to their property."
Whenever the widow or minor children of a deceased p erson
shall be left in necessitous circumstances, and not possess in their
own rights property to the amount of One Thousand Dollars, the
widow or the legal representatives of the children, shall he entitled
to demand and receive from the succession of the deceased husband
or father, a sum which added to the amount of property owned by
them, or either of them, in their own right, will make up the sum of
one thousand dollars, and which amount shall be paid in preference
to all other debts, except those secured by the vendor's privilege on
both movables and immovables, conventional mortgages, and expenses
incurred in selling the property. The surviving widow shall have and
enjoy the usufruct of the amount so received from her deceased hus
band's succession, during her widowhood, which amount shall after
wards vest in and belong to the children or other descendants of the
deceased husband. (As amended by Acts 1918, No. 242)
RCC-1359, 2374, 2 376, 2382, 3185, 3189, 3 1 9 1 , 3 192 et seq., 3 1 9 5 e t seq.,
3 19 9 et seq., 3205 et seq., 3 2 1 4, 3215, 3253, 3254, 3 2 5 7, 3258, 3261, 3 2 6 4 , 3266,
3267, 3 2 6 9, 3276, 3349. Acts 1 9 4 0, N o . 1 9 7 .

Art. 3252.
Par. 1 and subds. 1-3 same a s par. 1 and subds. 1-3, above ; but colon ( : ) after
"following" ; period ( . ) after "Funeral charges", after "Judicial charges", and
after "illness."
4. Wages of servants.
Salaries of secretaries, clerks, and other agents of that kind.
5.
With regard to the wife's dower,* she has no privilege on the immovable prop
erty of her husband, but a mere right of mortgage, as is said under the title : "Of
the marriage contract, and of the Respective Rights of the Parties in 1·elation to
their property." Whenever the widow or minor children of a deceased p erson
shali be left in necessitous circumstances, and not p ossess in their own rights
property to the amount of one thousand dollars, the widow or the legal repre
sentatives of the children shall be entitled to demand and receive from the suc
cession of the deceased husband or father, a sum, which added to the amount of
property owned by them, or either of them, in their own right, will make up the
sum of one thousand dollars, and which amount shall be paid in preference to all
other debts, except those secured by the vendor's privilege, conventional mortgages,
and expenses incurred in selling the property ; provided, that any such conventional
mortgage or mortgages shall represent money actually loaned for not less than
one year on the property described therein at not exceeding six per cent per
annum for interest, discount and charges. The surviving widow shall have and
enjoy the usufruct of the amount so received from her deceased husband's suc
cession, during her widowhood, which amount shall afterwards vest in and belong
to the children or other descendants of the deceased husband. (As amended by
Acts 1 9 1 7, Ex. Sess., No. 1 7 )

RCC 1 870, Art. 3252.

( Same as Art. 3 2 5 2 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
last par. same as Acts 1 852, No. 2 5 5 [RS § §444,

1693, 2369, 2885, 3 6 8 6 ) )

Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1 and subds. 1, 2, above.
3.
Expenses of the last illness.
Subds. 4, 5 same as RCC 1 870, Art. 3252, as amended by Acts 1 9 1 8, No. 242,
subds. 4, 5, above ; but period ( . ) after "servants."
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With regard to the wife's dower,* she has no privilege on the . immovable prop
erty of her husband, but a mere right of m ortgage, as is said under the title :
Of tke Marriage Contract, and of the Respective Rights of the Parties in Relation
to their property.
Whenever the widow or minor children of a deceased person shall be left in
necessitous circumstances, and not possess in their own right property to the
amount of one thousand dollars, the widow or the legal representatives of the
children shall be entitled to demand and receive from the succession of the
deceased husband or father, a sum, which added to the amount of property owned
by them, or either of them, in their own right, will make up the sum of one
thousand dollars, and which amount shall be paid in preference to all other debts,
except those for the vendor's privilege and expenses incurred in selling the prop
erty. The surviving widow shall have and enjoy the usufruct of the amount so
received from her deceased husband's succession, during her widowhood, which
amount shall afterwards vest in and belong to the children or other descendants
of the deceased husband.
CC 1 825, Art. 3219.

( Projet, p. 3 7 6 .
Substitution t adopted ; n o comment)
Par. 1 and subds. 1-5 same as par. 1
Les privileges, qui s'etendent sur Ies
meubles et Jes immeubles, sont les suiand subds. 1-5, above ; but comma ( , )
after "immoveables" ; semicolon
( ;)
van s :
after "Funeral charges", after "Judicial
1 . Les frais funeraires;
charges", after "illness", and after "ser
2 . Les frais de justice ;
3.
vants."
Les frais de derniere maladie ;
4. Les salaires des gens de service;
5 . Les appointemens des commis, se
cretaires et autres employes de ce genre.
With regard to the wife's dower,*
A l'egard de Ia dot* de Ia femme, elle
ne jouit d'aucun privilege sur Jes im
she has no p1ivilege on the immoveable
meubles du mari, mais d'un simple droit
property of her husband, but a mere
right of mortgage, as is said under the
d'hypotheque, ainsi qu'il est dit au titre
du mariage.
title of contract of marriage.
CC 1 808, p. 470, Art. 76.

-p. 47 1 , Art. 76.

The privileges which extend both to
the moveables and to the immoveables
are those enumerated in the foregoing
73d article.
( Suppressed on recom
mendation of redactors; Projet, p. 376)

Les privileges qui s'etendent sur Jes
meubles et sur Jes immeubles, sont ceux
enonces en !'article 73 ci-dessus. ( Sup
pressed o n recommendation of redac
tors ; Projet, p. 376)

CN 1 804, Art. 2104.

The privileges which extend both to
the movables and the immovables are
those enumerated in article 2 1 01.

Les privileges qui s'etendent sur Jes
meubles et les immeubles sont ceux
enonces en !'article 2101.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "dower" should be "dowry."

ART. 3253. When, for want o f movables, the creditors, who
have a privilege according to the preceding article, demand to he paid
out of the proceeds of the immovables of the debtor, the payment
must he made in the order laid down in the following chapter.
RCC-3252, 3 2 5 4 et seq., 3266.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3253.

(Same as Art. 3253 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Sarne as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3220.

(Projet, p. 3 7 6.
Amendment adopted ; comment
b�' redactors)
e n, for want of moveables, the
Lorsqu'a defaut de mobilier, les privi�red1tors, who ha�e a privilege accordIeges [privilegies] enonces en !'article
mg t� the precedmg article, demand to
precedent, se presentent pour etre payes
be paid out of the proceed s of the imsur le prix des immeubles et des esclaves
moveables and slaves of the debtor, the
du debiteur, Jes payemens se font dans
P�yments �ust be_ made in the order
l'ordre qui est prescrit dans le chapitre
laid down m the following chapter.
suivant.

w:ii
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CC 1 808, p. 470, Art. 77.

When, for want of moveables, the
creditors who have a privilege, accord
ing to the preceding article, demand to
be paid out of the proceeds of the im
moveables in concurrence with the cred
itors who have a privilege on said im
moveables, the payments must be made
in the following order, to wit :
1st, Law charges and those enumer
ated in the 73d article ;
2d, Those* mentioned in the 7 5th
article.

Art. 3254

-p. 471 , Art, 7 7 .

Lorsqu'a defaut de mobilier, les privi
legies enonces en !'article precedent, se
presentent pour etre payes sur le prix
d'un immeuble, en concurrence avec
les creanciers privilegies sur i'immeuble,
les payemens se font dans l'ordre qui
suit :
1.
Les frais de justice, et ceux
enonces en }'article 7 3 ;
2. Les creances* designees e n l'ar
ticle 75.

CN 1 804, Art. 2105.
Par. 1 same as CC 1 8 0 8 , p. 4 7 0 , Art.
7 7, par. 1 , above.
1.
Law charges and others enumer
ated in article 2101 ;
2. . The claims mentioned in article

2103.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but no
punctuation after "mobil.ier", after
"precedent'', or after "d'un immeuble."
1. Les frais de justice et autres
enonces en !'art. 2 1 0 1 ;
2 . Les creances designees e n !'ar
tic le 21 0 3
.

*Note error in English translation of French text ;

"Those" should be

"The

claims."

Chapter 6-0F THE ORDER IN WHICH PRIVILEGED CREDITORS

ARE TO BE pAID
ART.
3254. If the movable property, not subject to any special
privilege, is sufficient to pay the debts which have a general privilege
on the movables, those debts are paid in the following order :
Funeral charges are the first paid.
Law charges, the second.
Expenses of the last illness, the third.
The wages of servants, the fourth.
S upplies of provisions, the fifth.
The salaries of clerks, secretaries, and others of that nature, the
sixth.
And, finally, the wife's dower,* the seventh.
The thousand dollars secured by law to the widow or minor chil
dren, as set forth in article 3252, shall be paid in preference to all
other debts, except those for the vendor's privileges and expenses
incurred in selling the property.
R CC-1 359, 2376, 2 3 8 2 , 3 1 8 7 , 3 1 9 1 et seq., 3 2 1 4 , 3 2 1 6 et seq.,
3 2 5 3 , 3 2 5 5 , 3257, 3258, 3 2 6 1 , 3 2 6 4 , 3276, 3349.
Acts 1 886, No. 89.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3254.

3252,

( S ame as Art. 32 54 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
·

CC 1 825, Art. 322 1 .

( Projet, p . 377.

If the moveable property, not subjected to any special privilege, is sufficient to pay the debts which have a genera! privilege on the moveables, those
debts are paid in the following order:

Addition t adopted ; no comment)
les meubles, non affectes a des
privileges speciaux, sont suffisans pour
payer les dettes qui ont un privilege
general sur les meubles, on paye ces
dettes dans l'ordre suivant :
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Art. 3255

Pars. 2-8 same as pars. 2-8, above ; but
semicolon ( ; ) after "paid", after "se�
ond" ' after "third", after "fourth ,
after "fifth", and after "sixth" ; no
punctuation after "secretaries", or
after "And."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Les frais funeraires sont payes les
premiers ;
Les frais de justice, les seconds ;
Les frais de derniere maladie, les
troisiemes ;
Les salaires des gens de service, les
quatriemes ;
Les fournitures de subsistances, les
cinquiemes ;
Les appointemens de [des] commis,
secretaires et autres employes de ce
genre, les sixiemes;
Enfin la dot* de la femme, la sep
tieme.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "dower" should be "dowry."

ART. 3255. But when part of the movables are subject to
special privileges, and the remainder of the movables are not sufficient
to discharge the debts h aving a privilege on the whole mass of mov
ables, or if there he equality* between the special privileges, the fol
lowing rules shall direct the determination.
RCC-3216 et seq., 3 2 54, 3256 et seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3255.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3222.

( Proj et, p. 3 7 7 .

Addition � adopte d ; no com ment)

Mais lorsqu'une partie des meubles
est affectee a d e s privileges speciaux,
et que le surplus des meubles n e suffit
pas a !'acquit des creances privilegiees
sur la g eneralite des meubles, ou s'il y
a concurrence* entre les privilegies

Same as above.

[privileges] speciaux, on se determine
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

par les regles suivantes.

*In this context, the F r e nc h wo1·d "concurrence" would be translated mol'e
properly by "competition" than by "equality."

ART. 3256. Whatever may be the privilege of the lessor,
charges for selling the movables subjected to it are paid before that
which is due for the rent, b ecause it is these charges which procure
the payment of the rent.
RCC-2 705, 3 2 1 8 , 3 2 5 5 , 3 2 5 7 et seq., 3 2 6 7 .
R C C 1 870, Art. 3256.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3223.

Same as above.

( Projet, p. 3 7 7.

cc 1 808.

No corresponding article.

C N 1 804.

No corresponding article.

A ddition adopted ; no comment)

Que! que soit le privilege du l ocateur
!es frais de la vente des meubles qul
lui sont affectes, sont pris avant ce
qui lui est du pour ses loyers, e n raison
de ce que ces frais lui procurent le
payement de sa creance.
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Art. 3259

ART. 3257. The case is the same with respect to the funeral
expenses of the debtor and his family ; when there is no other source
from which they can be paid, they have a preference over the debt
for rent or hire, on the price of the movables contained in the house
or on the farm.
RCC-3 1 9 1, 3218, 3252, 3 2 54, 3256, 3269, 3260.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3257.
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 377.

CC 1 8 2 5, Art. 3224.

Ad dition adopted ; no co mment )

II en est de meme des frais fune

Same as above.

raires du debiteur et de sa f amille;
lo rsqu'il n ' y a pas d'autres ressources
pour les p ayer, ils le sont, d e prefe
rence aux loyers et fermages, su r le
prix des meubles garnissant la maison
ou la ferme.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3258. But the lessor has a preference on the price of
these movables, over all the other privileged debts of the deceased,
such as expenses of the last illness, and others which have a general
privilege on the movables.
RCC-3 1 9 1, 3216 et seq., 32 52, 3254, 3260, 3 2 6 3 .
RCC 1 870, Art. 3258.
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 377.

CC 1.825, Art. 3225.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Mais le locateur est prefere sur le
prix de ces meubles a toutes les autres
dettes privilegie es du defunt, tels que
frais de derniere maladie, et autres qui
ont un privilege general sur les meubles.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 3259. With regard to the crops which are subject to the
lessor's privilege, the expenses for seed and labor, the wages of over
seers and managers are to he paid out of the product of the year, in
preference to the lessor's debt.
S o , also, he who supplied the farming utensils, and who has not
been paid, is paid in preference to the lessor out of the price of their
sale.
Acts 1 8 8 6, No. 89 ; 19 06, No. 5 3 .

RCC-3217, 3218, 3256, 3 2 5 7 , 3260.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3259.

( Same as Art. 3259 of Propo sed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3226.

( Proj et, p. 377.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.

Addition adopted; no co mment )

A l'egard des fruits qui sont affectes
au locateur, les f rais faits pour semences
et labours, les so mme [sommes] dues
pour les appointemens des gerans et
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Art. 3260

So also, he who has supplied the
farming utensils, and who has. not been
paid, is paid in preference to the lessor,
out of the price of resale.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

economes, doivent etre payes, de pre
ference au Iocateur, sur les fruits de
l'annee.
De meme celui qui a vendu Jes us
tenciles [ustensilesl de la ferme et qui
n'en est ·pas encore paye, est prefere
au locateur pour son payement, sur le
prix de leur revente.

ART. 3260.
If, among the movables with which the house or
farm, or any other thing subject to the lessor's privilege, is provided,
there should he some which were deposited by a third person in the
h ands of the lessor* or farmer, the lessor shall have a preference over
the depositary** on the things deposited for the payment of his rent,
if there are no other movables subject to his privilege, or if they are
not sufficient ; unless it he proved that the lessor knew that the things
deposited did not belong to his tenant or farmer. (As amended by
Acts 1871, No. 87)
RCC-2705, 2 7 0 7 , 2 7 0 8, 2926, 3222, 3 2 5 7
RCC 1870, Art. 3260,

et seq.,

3261.

(Same as Art. 3 2 6 0 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

If among the movables with which the house o r farm, or any other thing sub
ject to the lessor's privilege, is provided, there should be some which were
deposited by a third person in the hands of the lessor* or farmer, the lessor
shall have a preference over the depositary * * on the things deposited, for the
payment of his rent, there are no other movables subject to his privilege, or if
they are not sufficient, unless it be proved that the lessor knew that the things
deposited did not belong to his tenant or farmer.
CC 1825, Art. 3227.

(Projet, p. 3 7 7.

Same as RCC 1 8 7 0, Art. 3260, as
amended by Acts 1 8 7 1 , No. 87, above ;
but no punctuation after "If" ; comma
( , ) after "depositary", and after "on
the things deposited."

CC · 1 sos.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopte d ; no comment)

Si parmi Jes meubles, qui garnissent
la maison ou la ferme ou autres ob
jets affectes au privilege du locateur, il
s'en trouve qui aient ete deposes par un
tiers entre Jes mains du locataire* ou
fermier, le locateur sera prefere au
deposant* * sur Jes choses deposees, pour
le payement de son layer ou de sa ferme,
s'il n'existe pas d'autres meubles affectes
a son privilege, ou s'ils ne sont pas
suffisans, a mains qu'il ne soit prouve
que le locateur avait connaissance que
les choses deposees n'appartenaient pas
a son fermier OU Jocataire.

*Note error in English translation of French text · "lessor" should be "lessee."
* *Note error in English translation of French
ext; "depositary" should be
"depositor."

t

ART. 3261. With the exception stated in the foregoing· article,
the privilege of the depositor on the thing deposited is not preceded
hy any other privileged debt, even funeral expenses, unless it he that
depositor must contribute to the expense of sealing and making
mventory, because this expense is necessary to the preservation of
the deposit.

!11e

·

R CC- 107 5 ,
3 2 60, 3265.

1 1 01,

2 9 60, 2962, 3187,
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RCC 1870, Art. 3261.

.

( Same as Art. 3261 of Proposed Revision

of 1869 )

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3228.

( Pro jet, p. 378.

With the exception stated in the foregoing article, the privilege of the depositor on the thing deposited is not
preceded by any other privileged debt,
even funeral expenses, unless it be that
the depositor must contribute to the
expense of sealing and making inventory, because this expense is necessary
to the conservation of the deposit.
·

Add ition :j: adopted ; no comment)

A l'exception de ce qui est porte en
l'article precedent, le privilege du de
posant sur la chose deposee n'est prime
par aucune autre creance privilegiee,
meme des frais funeraires, si ce n'est
que le deposant est tenu · de contribuer
aux frais de scelles et inventaires, par
ceque ces frais sont necessaires pour la
conservation de la cliose deposee.
.

1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

CC

'

ART.
3262. The privilege of him who has taken care of
property of another, has a preference over that property, for
necessary expenses which he incurred, above all the other claims
expenses, even funeral charges ; his privilege yields only to that
·
the charges on the sale of the thing preserved.

the
the
for
for

RCC-2299, 2314, 2 9 6 0 , 3 2 1 7 ( 6 ) , 3224 et seq. , · 32 64; . 3 266.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3262.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 3229.

Additi o n

(Projet, p. 378.

t

adopte d ; no comment)

Le privilege de celui qui a eu soin de
la chose d'autrui est prefere sur cette
chose, pour les depenses necessaires
qu'elle lui a coutees,. a tous les autres
frais privilegies, meme aux frais fune
raires. Son privilege ne cede qu'aux
frais de la vente de la chose conservee.

Same as above.

.

CC- 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN

No corresponding article.

1804.

ART. 3263. The privilege of the vendor on movables sold by
him, which are still in the possession of the vendee, yields to that of
the owner of the house or farm which they serve to furnish or supply,
for his rents. It yields also to the charges for affixing seals and mak
ing inventories, hut not to the funeral or other expenses of the debtor.
RCC-1 075,

1 101, 3218,

3 2 2 7 , 3228, 3268, 3267.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3263.

Same ·as abo ve.
CC 1825, Art. 3230.

Same as' above.

A d dition :i: adopte d ; no c omme nt )

( Projet, p. 378.

Le privilege du vendeur sur les ob
jets mobiliers par lui vendus, qui sont
encore en la p osse ssio n de son debiteur,
cede a celui du proprietaire de la mai
son ou de la ferme que les effets gar
nissent, pour le payement de ces [sesl
loyers ' et0 fermages.
.

·

Il cede egalement aux fraiS de scelles
et inventaires, mais non aux frais fu
neraires du debiteur
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CC 1 808, p. 468, Art. 74, par. 3 under
aubd. 5.

·P· 469, Art. 74, par. 3 under subd. 5.

The privilege of the vender is how
ever exercised only after that of the
owner of the house or farm, unless it
be proved that the owner was informed
that the furniture and other effects put
in the house or farm, did not belong to
the tenant. (Suppressed on recommen
dation of redactors ; Projet, p. 3 70)

Le privilege du vendeur ne s'exerce
toutefois, qu'apres celui du proprietaire
de la maison OU de la ferme, a mains
qu'il ne soit prouve, que le proprietaire
avait connaissance, que les meubles ou
autres objets garnissant sa maison ou
sa ferme, n'appartenaient pas au loca
taire ; (Suppressed on recommendation
of redactors ; Projet, p. 370 )

CN 1 804, Art. 2 1 02, par. 3 under aubd. 4.

Sarne as above.
Le privilege du vendeur ne s'exerce
toutefois qu'apres celui du proprietaire
de la maison OU de la ferme, a mains
qu'il ne soit prouve que le proprietaire
avait connaissance que les meubles et
autres objets garnissant sa maison ou sa
ferme n'appartenaient pas au locataire ;

ART. 3264.
The privilege of innkeepers on the effects of
travelers deceased in their house, is postponed to funeral and law
charges, but is preferred* to all the other privileged debts of the
deceased.
RCC-3191, 3 2 1 6, 3 2 1 7 ( 8 ) , 3232 et seq. , 3252, 3254, 3262, 3555.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3264.

Same as ·above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3231.

Sarne as above.

(Projet, p. 378. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Le privilege des aubergistes ou h6teliers sur les effets des voyageurs de
cedes dans leur auberge, ne passe
qu'apres les frais funeraires et de j us
tice, mais est prefere sur le prix de
ces effets* a toutes les autres dettes
privilegiees du defunt.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

* English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "on the price
of these effects."

ART. 3265. The privilege of carriers, for the cost of transpor
tation and incidental expenses, yields only to the charges which would
arise on the sale of the goods.
The case is the same respecting the freight of goods carried on
board a ship or other vessels [vessel ] .
RCC-3217 ( 9 ) , 3 2 4 6 , 3 2 6 1 , 3262.

Acts 1 9 1 2 , No. 94, § 2 6 ; 1938, No. 284.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3265.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3232.

( Projet, p. 378. Addition adopte d ; no comment)
Same as above ; but "vessels" corLe privilege du voiturier pour Ies frais
rectly spelled "vessel ."
de voiture et depenses accessoires, ne
cede qu'aux frais qui pourraient etre
. occasionnes par leur vente.
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Art. 3267

11 en est de meme pour le fret des
marchandises chargees a bord des na
vires ou autres batimens.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

3266. If the movables of the debtor, by reason of the
special privileges affecting them or for any other cause, are not suffi
cient to discharge the debts having a privilege on the whole movable
property, the balance must he raised on the immovables of the debtor,
as hereafter provided.

ART.

RC C-3 1 9 1 , 3 2 1 6 et seq . , 3 2 5 2 , 3253, 3267 et seq.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3266.

( Same as Art. 3 2 6 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3233

( Projet, p.
If the moveables of the debtor, by
reason of the special privileges affecting
them, or for any other cause, are not
sufficient to discharge the debts having
a privilege on the whole moveable property, the balance must be raised on the
immoveables and slaves of the debtor,
as hereafter provided.
.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted ; no comment)
Si les meubles du debiteur, en raison
des privileges speciaux qui les affec
tent ou autrement, ne suffisent pas
pour acquitter les dettes qui sont privi
legiees sur la generalite des meubles,
le surplus s'en prend sur les biens-im
meubles et les esclaves de ce debiteur,
ainsi qu'il est ci-apres regle.
378.

ART. 3267. If the movables of the debtor are subject to the
vendor's privilege, or if there be a house or other work subjected to
the p rivilege of the workmen who have constructed or repaired it,
or of the individuals who furnished the materials, the vendor, work·
men and furnishers of materials, shall be paid from the price of the
object affected in their favor, in preference to other privileged debts*
of the debtor, even funeral charges, except the charges for affixing
seals, making inventories, and others which may have been necessary
to procure the sale of the thing.
RCC-1075, 1 1 0 1 , Z. 7 7 2 , 2 7 7 7 , 3252, 3256, 3 2 63, 3 2 66, 3268 et seq,
Acts
1 8 8 0, No. 134 (as am. by 1 9 2 8 , No. 172 ) ; 1926, No. 2 9 8 (as am. by 1 9 3 8, No.

32 3 ) .

RCC 1 8 70, Art. 3267.

Same as above.
CC 1 82 5 Art. 3 234.

(Projet, p.
If the moveables or slaves of the
debtor are subject to the vendor's privilege, or if there be a house or other
work subjected to the privilege of the
workmen who have constructed or repaired it, or of the individual [individualsJ who furnished the materials,
the vendor, workmen and furnishers of
materials, shall be paid from the price
of the object affected in their favour, in
preference to other privileged debts• of
the debtor, even funeral charges, ex,

Addition 1: adopte d ; no comment)
Si les meubles ou les esclaves du debiteur sont affectes au privilege d u ven
deur, ou s'il s'agit d'une maison ou
autre ouvrage, qui est affecte a u privi
lege des o uvriers qui l'ont construit ou
repare, OU a celui des individUS qui
en ont fourni les materiaux, ce vendeur,
ces ouvriers et ces fournisseurs seront
payes sur le prix de l'objet qui leur est
affecte, de preference aux autres cre
anciers* privilegies du debiteur, meme
a ses frais funeraires, sauf les frais de
378.
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Art. 3268

cept the charges for affixing seals, mak
ing inventories, and others which may
have been necessary to procure the sale
of the thing.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding- article.

scelles, inventaires et autres, qui ont
ete necessaires pour parvenir a la vente
de cet objet.

.
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "debts" should be "creditors ..

A.RT. 3268. When the vendor of lands finds himself opposed
by workmen seeking payment for a house or other work erected on
the land, a separate appraisement is made of the ground and of the
house, the vendor is paid to the amount of the appraisement on the
land, and the other to the amount of the appraisement of the building.
RCC-3249, 3267, 3269.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3268.

Same as above.

CC 1808.

(Projet, p. 378. Addition � adopted ; no comment)
Lorsque le vendeur du fonds se trouve
en concurrence avec des ouvriers pour
le payement de !'edifice, ou autre ou
vrage qui se trouve construit sur ce
fonds, on estime separement le fonds
et le batiment; le vendeur est paye
sur le fonds jusqu'a concurrence de ce
qu'il est estime, et ceux du batiment
sur ce qu'est estime le batiment.
No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 825, Art. 3235.

Same as above.

ART. 3269. With the exception of special privileges, which
exist on immovables in favor of the vendor, of workmen and furnish
ers of materials, as declared above, the debts privileged on the mov
ables arid immovables generally, ought to he paid, if the movables
are insufficient, out of the product of the immovables belonging to
the debtor, in preference to all other privileged and mortgage creditors.
The loss which may then result from their payment must he
home by the creditor whose mortgage is the least ancient, and so in
succession, ascending according to the order of the mortgages, or by
pro rata contributions where two or more mortgages have the same
date.
RCC-3186, 3249, 3252, 3267, 3268, 3270, 3274, 3329, 3397, 3409.
1 9 2 1 , XIX, 19 (as am. by Acts 1 938, No. 35 ) .

Const.

RCC 1 8 70, Art. 3269.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 3236.

( Projet, p.
With the exception of special priviIeges, which exist on immoveables in
favour of the vendor, of workmen and
furnishers of materials, as declared
above, the debts privileged on the moveables and immoveables generally, ought
to be paid, if the moveables are insuffident, out · of the product of the im·llioveables and slaves belonging. to the

379. Addition :!: adopted ; no comment)
A !'exception des privileges speciaux
qui existent sur les immeubles en fa
veur du vendeur, des ouvriers et du
fournisseur de materiaux, ainsi qu'il est
dit ci-dessus, les creances privilegiees
sur la generalite des meubles et des
immeubles doivent etre payees, en- cas
d'insuffisance des meubles, sur :}e pro
duit de.a :immeubles et ' des esclaves ' du
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debtor, in preference to all other privi
leged and mortgage creditors.
The loss which may then result from
their p ayment must be borne by the
creditor whose mortgage is least ancient,
and so in succession, ascending accord
ing to the order of the mortgages, or
by pro rata contributions where two
or more of the mortgages have the same
date.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Art. 3271

debiteur, de preference a tous les autres
creanciers privilegies et hypothecaires
de ce debiteur.
Alors la perte, qui peut resulter de ce
payement, doit etre supportee par le
creancier hypothecaire le moins ancien
et [ainsil de suite, en remontant suivant
l'ordre de ces hypotheques, ou par con
tribution, lorsque deux ou plusieurs de
ces hypotheques ont la meme date.

A.RT. 3270. When the debts privileged on the movables and
immovables can not he paid entirely, either because the movable
effects are of small value, or subject io special privileges which claim
a preference, or because the movables and immovables together do
not suffice, the deficiency must not he borne proportionally among
the debtors,* hut the debts must he paid a ccording to the order es
tablished above, and the loss must fall on those which are of inferior
dignity.**
RCC-3 1 9 1, 3216 et seq., 3 2 69.

RCC 1 870, Art. 3270.
Same as above.
CC 1.825, Art. 3237.

(Projet,

Same as above.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted ; no comment)
Lorsque les creances privilegiees sur
Jes meubles et les immeubles ne peu
vent pas etre payees en entier, soit par
ceque Jes meubles et Jes effets mobiliers
sont de peu de Va]eur, OU affectes a
des privileges speciaux qui doivent etre
preferes, soit enfin parcque Jes meubles
et immeubles ne suffisent pas, le dee
ficit qui existe pour remplir ces cre
ances, ne doit pas etre supporte con
curremment entr'elles, * mais ces cre
ances doivent etre payees suivant l'ordre
qui a ete ci-dessus fixe, et la perte re
tombe entierement sur Jes creances du
rang inferieur, qui ne peuvent etre
acquittees. • •

p. 379.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "debtors" should be "debts."
** English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "and which
cannot be discharged."

Chapter 7-How PRIVILEGES ARE PRESERVED AND RECORDED

A.RT. 3271. The vendor of an immovable only preserves his
privilege on the object, when he has caused to he duly recorded at the
office for recording mortgages, his act of sale, in the manner directed
hereafter, whatever may he the amount due to him on the sale.
RCC-3249, 3272 et seq., 3347, 3348, 3368, 3386, 3397, 3399.
XIX, 19 (as am. by Acts 1938, No. 35) .
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Const. 1921,

Art. 3272
RCC 1 870, Art. 327 1 .

COMPILED EDITION
(Same as Art. 3271 of Proopsed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
( Projet, p. 379. Addition adopted ; no comment)
The vendor of an immoveable or slave
Le vendeur d'un bien-immeuble ou
only preserves his privilege on the obd'un esclave ne conserve son privilege
ject, when he has caused to be duly
sur l'objet vendu, qu'autant qu'il a fait
recorded, at the office for recording
dument inscrire au bureau des hypo.
mortgages, his act of sale, in the mantheques son acte de vente, ainsi qu'il
ner directed hereafter, whatever may
est <lit ci-apres, quel que soit le montant
be the amount due to him on the sale.
de la somme qui peut lui rester due sur
cette vente.
CC 1 825, Art. 3238.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 2 1 08.

The privileged vendor preserves his
privilege by the recordation of the title
which has transferred the ownership to
the vendee, and which states that the
whole or part of the price is due him;
to this effect the recordation of the con
tract by the vendee is equivalent to
recordation by the vendor and by the
lender who has furnished him the money
paid and who is subrogated to the rights
of the vendor by the same contract :
the recorder of mortgages however, shall
be bound, under penalty of damages
to third persons, to make the recorda
tions ex officio upon his register, of the
debts resulting from the act translative
of ownership as much in favor of the
vendor as of the lenders, who may
also cause the recordation to be made
if it has not been done, in order to
secure recordation of what may be due
to them on the price.

Le vendeur privilegie conserve son
privilege par la transcription du titre
qui a transfere la propriete a l'acque
reur, et qui constate que la totalite ou
partie du prix lui est due ; a l'effet de
quoi la transcription du contrat faite
par l'acquereur vaudra inscription pour
le vendeur et pour le preteur qui Jui
aura fourni Jes deniers payes, et qui
sera subroge aux droits du vendeur par
le meme contrat : sera neanmoins le
conservateur des hypotheques tenu, sous
peine de tous dommages et interets en
vers les tiers, de faire d' office !'inscrip
tion sur son registre, des creanc.es re
sultant de l'acte translatif de propriete,
tant en faveur du vendeur qu'en faveur
des preteurs, qui pourront aussi faire
faire, si elle ne I'a ete, la transcription
du contrat de vente, a l'effet d'ac
querir !'inscription de ce qui leur est
du sur le prix.

ART.
3272.* Architects, undertakers, bricklayers, painters,
master builders, contractors, subcontractors, journeymen, laborers,
cartmen, masons and other workmen employed in constructing, re·
building and repairing houses, buildings, or making other works ; those
who have supplied the owner or other person employed by the owner
or his agent or subcontractor with materials of any kind for the con·
struction or repair of his buildings or other works ; those who have
contracted, in the manner provided by the police regulations, to make
or put in repair the levees, bridges, canals and roads of a proprietor,
preserve their privileges, only in so far as they have recorded, with
the recorder of mortgages in the parish where the prnperty is situated,
the act containing the bargains they have made, or a detailed state·
ment of the amount due, attested under the oath of the party doing
or having the work done, or a cknowledgment of what is due to them
by the debtor.
The privileges mentioned in this article are C()ncurrent.
RCC-2763, 2770, 2772, 2773, 2775 et seq., 3188, 3249, 3271, 3274, 3348. Acts
1918, No. 224 (as am. by 1926, No. 271 ) ; 1926, No. 298, § §1, 11-13 (as am. by
1 938, No. 3 23 ) . Const. 1921, XIX, 1 9 (as am. by Acts 1 938, No. 35 ) :
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RCC 1 870, Art. 3272.
Same a s above.

Art. 3273

( S ame as Art. 3272 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9;
par. 1 same as CC 1 825, Art. 3239, as amen ded by
Acts 1 868, No. 12 6 rns § §446, 2877]; par. 2 in
conformity with Acts 1 8 68, No. 126 r RS § §447,
2 8 7 8])

CC 1 825, Art. 3239.

( Projet, p. 379.

Architects, contJ:actors, masons and
o ther workmen, those who have s upplied
the o w n er with materials for the con
str u ction or repair of his b u ildings or
o ther works , those who have contracted,
in the manner provided by the police
regulations, to make or p ut in repair
the levees, bri dges, canals and roads of
a proprietor, preserve their privileges,
o n ly in so far as they have r e corded
with the register of mortgages, the act
co ntaining the bargains they have made,
or the amoun t * * or acknowledgment of
what is due to them, in all Cl>f.es where
the amount of the bargain or agr e ement,
or the amount of the account or ac
knowledgment, exceeds the s u m of five
hun dr e d dollars.

CC 1 808.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Les architectes, entrepreneurs, ma
�ons et autres o uvriers, ceux qui ont
fourni des materiaux au pro prietaire
pour la construction ou la reparation
de ses e difices, ou autres ouvrages ; ceux
qui ont contracte aux termes des re
glemens de police, pour faire OU reparer
Jes leve es, ponts, canaux et chemins d'un
proprietaire, n e cons ervent le privilege
q ui leur est accorde par la loi, q u'autant
qu'ils ont fait inscrire, au bureau des
hypothe q ues, l'acte qui contient les
marches q u'ils ont passes a cet egard,
ou le compte * * ou la reconn aissance de
ce qui leur est du po ur cet objet, dans
tous les cas ou le prix de ce marche o u
le montant d e c e compte ou de l a recon
naiss ance de la dette, excede unc so mm e
d e cinq cents piastres.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 2 1 10.
Ar chitects, contractors, m asons an d
o ther workmen employed to construct,
reconstr uct, or repair buildi n gs, canals,
or o ther works, and tho s e w ho have,
for the p urpose of paying an d reimburs
ing them, lent money, the use o f which
has been proved, preserve their privilege
fro m the date of recordation of the
firs t proces-verbal, by the double re
cordation made, 1. of the prooes-verbal
s ho w in g the condition of the premis es,
and, 2. of the proces-verbal o f ac
ceptan ce.

Les architectes, entrepren eurs, ma
�ons et autres o uvriers employes pour
edifier, reconstruire ou reparer des bati
mens, can aux, ou autres o uvrages , et
ceux q ui ont, po ur les payer et r em
bours er, pre te les deniers don t l'emploi
a ete constate, conservent, par la double
ins cription faite, 1. du pro ces-verbal qui
constate l'etat des lieux, 2. d u pro ces
verbal de r eception , leur privilege a
la date d e !'inscription du premi er pro 
ces-ver bal.

*In connection with this article s<' e Acts 1 9 1 8 , No . 2 2 4 (as am. by 192 6, N o .
2 71) ; 1926, No. 298, § § 1, 1 1 -1 3 ( as am. b y 19 3 8, N o . 32 3 ) .
* * Note erro r in English translation of Fren ch text; "amom1t" should be
"account."

ART. 3273. Privileges are valid against third persons, from the
d at e of the recording of the act or evidence of indebtedness as pro·
vided by law.
RCC --3249, 3271, 3 2 74, 3275, 3 329, 3347, 3 348, 3 3 68, 3 369, 3 3 9 7 ( 3).
Acts
1 8 74, No. 66 (as am. by 1 922, No. 93); 1890, No . 5 1 .
Const. 1921, XIX, 19
( as am. by Acts 1938, No. 3 5 ) .

RCC 1870, Art. 3273.

( S am e as Art. 32 7 3 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69;
in conformity with CC 1 825, Art. 3240, as amended
by Acts 1868, No. 1 2 6 rns §§447, 2 8 7 8 ])

CC 1 825, Art. 3240.

( Projet, p. 380.

S am e as above.

The privileges, enumerated in the
two pr eceding articles, are valid against
thir d persons fro m the date o f the act,
if it has been duly recorded, that is to

Addition adopted; no co mment)

Les privileges, dont ii est fait mention
dans les deux articles precedens, conser
vent leur effet contre Jes tiers, du jo ur
de la date de l'acte d' o u ils derivent,
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say, within six days of the date, if the
act has been passed in the place where
the registry of mortgages is kept, or
adding one day more for every two
leagues from the place where the act
was passed to that where the regis
ter's office is kept.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No colTesponding article.

si cet acte a ete dftment inscrit, savoir,
dans les six jours de cette date, si
l'acte a ete passe au lieu meme ou est
situe le bureau des hypotbeques ou ii
doit etre inscrit, OU en augmentant CC
delai d'un jour de plus par chaque deux
lieues de distance de l'endroit ou l'acte
aura ete passe A celui ou le bureau est
situe.

ART. 3274.* No privilege shall have effect against third per
sons, unless recorded in the manner required by law in the parish
where the property to he affected is situated. It shall confer no pref
erence on the creditor who holds it, over creditors who have a cquired
a mortgage, unless the act or other evidence of the debt is recorded
within seven days from the date of the act or obligation of indebted
ness. When the registry is required to he made in the parish where
the act was passed or the indebtedness originated and within fifteen
days, if the registry is required to be made in any other parish of
this State. It shall, however, have effect against all parties from date
of registry. (As amended by Acts 1877, No. 45 )
RCC-2772, 2773, 2 7 7 5 , 2 776, 3269, 3 2 7 1 et seq., 3275, 3347, 3348, 3397,
3 3 9 9. Acts 1926, No. 298, §12 (as am. by 1 9 3 8 , Na. 3 23 ) . Const. 1 9 2 1 , XIX,
19 (as am. by Acts 1938, No. 35 ) .
(Same as Art. 3 2 7 4 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
in conformity with La. Constitution of 1868, Art.
123)
N o privilege shall have effect against third persons, unless recorde d in the
manner required by law in the parish where the property to be affected is situated.
It shall confer no preference on the creditor who holds it, over creditors who
have acquired a mortgage, unless the act or other evidence of the debt is recorded
on the day that the contract was entered into.
RCC 1 870, Art. 3274.

CC 1 82 5

Art. 3241.
( Projet, p. 380. Addition adopted ; no comment)
When the act, on which the privilege
Lorsque l'acte, d'ou derive le privilege, n'aura pas ete inscrit dans le de
is founded, has not been recorded
lai prescrit dans !'article precedent, ii
within the time required in the precedn'aura plus d'effet comme privilege,
ing article, it shall have no effect as a
c'est-A-dire, celui de donner la prefe
privilege, that is to say, it shall confer
rence au creancier qui est porteur de ce
no preference on the creditor who holds
titre, sur les creanciers qui auraient ac
it, over creditors who have acquired a
quis une hypotheque dans cet intervalle,
mortgage in the mean time, which they
et l'auraient fait inscrire avant lui, mais
have recorded before it : it shall, however, still avail as a mortgage, and be
il vaudra comme hypotheque, et aura
son effet contre les tiers a dater du jour
good against third persons from the
ou il aura ete inscrit. (In conformity
time of its being · recorded. (In conwith Acts 1 8 1 0, Chap. XXV, § 7 )
formity with Acts 1810, Chap. XXV, §7)
,

CC 1 808.
CN 1 804,

No corresponding article.
Art. 21 13.

All privileged debts subject to the
formality of recordation, and as to
which the conditions, above prescribed
to preserve the privilege, have not
been performed, do not, however, cease
to be hypothecary debts ; but the mort
gage has effect against third persons

Toutes creances privilegiees soumises
a la formalite de !'inscription, A l'egard

desquelles les conditions ci-dessus pres
crites pour conserver le privilege n'ont
pas ete accomplies, ne cessent pas nean
moins d'etre hypothecaires; mais l'hypo
theque ne date, a l'egard des tiers, que
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only from the. time of the recordation
which must be made as hereafter ex
plained.
*In connection with this article
1 9 3 8 , No. 3 5 ) .

see

Art. 3275

de l'epoque des inscriptions qui auront
du etre faites ainsi qu'il sera ci-apres
explique.
Const.

1 9 2 1 , XIX,

19

(as am. by Acts

ART. 3275. Creditors and legatees who demand a partition of
the patrimony of the deceased, in conformity with the provisions
contained in the third section of the eighth chapter of the title : Of
Successions, preserve their privilege, as against the heirs or represen
tatives of the deceased, on the immovables of the succession, only by
recording* the evidences of their claims against the succession within
three months after it is opened.
Before the expiration of this time no mortgage can be enforced**
against the p roperty, nor any alienation be made by the heirs or
representatives of the deceased, to the injury of the creditors of the
succession.
RCC-1 1 8 9 , 1 4 2 1 , 1 444 et seq., 1449, 1 9 7 0 et seq., 3273 et seq.

RCC

1 870, Art. 3275.

( Same as Art. 3 2 7 5 of Proposed Revision of 1869 )

Same as above.

CC

1 825, Art. 3242.

( Projet, p. 380.

Creditors and legatees, who demand a
partition of the patrimony of the de
ceased, in conformity with the provi
sions contained in the third section of
the eighth chapter of the title of suc
cessions, preserve their privilege, as
against the heirs or representatives of
the deceased, on the immoveables and
slaves of the succession, only by re
c ording* the evidences of their claims
against the succession, within three
months after it is opened.
Par. 2 same as par.
comma ( , ) after "time."

CC
CN

1808.

2, above ; but

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Les creanciers et Iegataires, qui de
mandent la separation du patrimoine du
defunt, conformement a ce qui est
etabli dans la section trois du chapitre
huit du titre des successions, ne con
servent a l'egard des Mritiers ou repre
sentans du defunt, leur privilege sur les
immeubles et les esclaves de la suc
cession, que par !'inscription qu'ils font,
au bureau des hypotheques, * de leurs
titres de creance sur les biens de cette
succession, dans les trois mois de son
ouverture.
Avant !'expiration de ce delai, aucune
hypotheque ne peut etre etablie * * sur
ces biens, ni une alienation en etre faite
par les heritiers ou representans du de
funt, au prejudice des creanciers de la
succession.

No corresponding article.

1 804, Art. 2 1 1 1 .

Creditors and legatees who demand
a separation of the patrimony of the
deceased, in conformity with Art. 878
of the title Of Successions, preserve
their privilege as against the creditors
of the heirs or the representatives of
the deceased, on the immovables of the
succession, by the recordations made
respecting each of them, within six
months from the opening of the succes
sion.
Before the expiration of this time
·
no vali d mortgage can be established on

Les creanciers et Iegataires qui de
mandent la separation du patrimoine du
defunt, conformement a !'article 878
au titre des Successions, conservent, a
l'egard des creanciers des heritiers OU
representans du defunt, leur privilege
sur les immeubles de la succession, par
les inscriptions faites sur chacun de
ces biens, dans les six mois a compter
de l'ouverture de la succession.
Avant !'expiration de ce delai, aucune
hypotheque ne peut etre etablie avec
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Art. 3276

this property by the heirs or repre
sentatives to the preju dice of these
creditors or legatees.

effet sur ces biens par les heritiers ou
representans au prejudice de ces crean
ciers ou Iegataires.

*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "in the mortgage
office."
* * Note error in English translation of French text; "enforced" should be
"established."

3276. * The charges against a succession, such as f uneral
ART.
charges, law charges, lawyers' fees for settling the succession, the
thousand dollars secured in certain cases t o the widow or minor heirs
of the deceased, and all claims against the succession originating after
the death of the person whose succession is under administration,
are to he paid before the debts contracted by the deceased person,
except as otherwise provided for herein, a n d they are not required
to he recorded.
RCC-1 189, 1444 et seq., 2776, 3252, 3 2 5 4, 3275.
(as am. by Acts 1938, No. 3 5 ) .
RCC 1 870, Art. 3276.

Const. 1 9 2 1 , XIX, 1 9

( Same as Art. 3 2 7 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 3 8 0 . Addition adopted ; no comment)
Sont exemptes de la formalite <l e
The debts which are described in the
!'inscription les creances qui sont de
preceding chapter, and which include
both moveables and immoveables, are
crites dans le chapitre precedent et qui
not required to be recorded.
s'etendent sur Jes meubles et les immeubles.
CC 1 825, Art. 3243.

,

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

CN 1 804, Art. 2 1 07 .

T h e debts mentioned in Art. 2 1 0 1 are
excepted from the formality of recorda
tion.

Sont exceptees de la formalite
!'inscription les creances enoncees
!'article 2 10 1 .

de
en

*In connection with this article see Const. l !J2 1 , XIX, 1 9 (as am. by Acts 1 9 38.

No. 3 5 ) .

Chapter 8-0F THE MANNER IN WHICH PRIVILEGES ARE EXTINGUISHED
ART.
1.
2.
3.
4.

3277.

By
By
By
By

Privileges become extinct :

the extinction o f the thing subject t o the privileae.
0
the creditor acquiring the thing subject to it.
the extinction of debt which g a v e birth to it.
prescription.

RCC-2 1 3 0, 2 2 1 7 , 2 2 1 9, 3 186, 3228, 3 2 4 3 3 2 4 4
'
1 9 1 6, No. 263.
RCC 1870, Art. 3277.

Same as above.

'

3 41 1

'

3528

'

3529.

Acts

( Same as Art. 3 2 7 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

CC 1 825, Art. 3244.

(Projet, p. 3 8 0. Amendment t adopte d ; n o co m
ment)
Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1
Les privileges s' eteignent :
and subds. 1, 2, above ; but semicolon
Par I' extinction de la chose sujette
1.
( ;) after "privilege" , and after "it."
au privilege ;

-
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2.
Par !'acquisition que le creancier
fait de la chose affectee au privilege ;
3. Par !'extinction de la dette qui
a donne naissance au privilege ;
4. Par la prescription de ce droit.

3. By the extinction of the debt
which gave birth to it;
Subd. 4 same as subd. 4, above.
CC 1 808,

p.

472, Art. 8 1 .

·P·

Privileges and mortgages are ex
tinguished :
1st, B y the extinction o f the principal
obligation
2d, By the creditor's renunciation of
the m ortgage ;
3d, By prescription.
Prescription is acquired to the debto1·
as to the property which is i n his pos
session, through the lapse of the time
fixed for the prescriptions [prescription]
of the action which gives the mortgage
or the privilege.
And as to the property which is held
by a third possessor, prescription is ac
quired to him through the lapse of the
time fixed for the prescriptio n of the
ownership in his favor.

Art. 3278

473, Art. 8 1 .

Les privileges et hypotheques s'etei
gnent :
1. Par !'extinction de !'obligation
principale ;
2.
Par la renonciation du creancier
a l'hypotheque ;
3. Par la prescription ;
L a prescription est acquise a u debi
teur, quant aux biens qui sont dans ses
mains, par le terns fixe pour la prescrip
tion des actions qui donnent l'hypo
theque ou le privilege.
Quant aux biens qui sont dans les
mains d'un tiers detenteur, elle lui est
acquise par le terns regle pour la pres
cription de Ia propriete a son profit.

CN 1 804, Art. 2 1 80, par. 1 , subds. 1, 2, 4; pars. 2, 3.
Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2, 4 same as par.
1 and subds. 1-3, above.

Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2, 4 same as par.
1 and subds. i� 3, above ; but comma ( , )

Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.
As to the prop rty which is held by
a third possessor, prescription is acquired
to him through the lapse of the time
fixed for the prescription of the owner
ship in his favor ; in the cases where
prescription implies a title, it begins to
run only from the day when the title
is inscribed on the books of the recorder.

after "s' eteignent'', after "principale",
and after "l'hypotheque" ; period ( . )
after "Par l a prescription."
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.
Quant aux biens qui sont dans la main
d'un tiers detenteur, elle lui est acquise
par le temps regle pour la prescription
de Ia propriete a son profit : dans le cas
ou la prescription suppose un titre, elle
ne commence a courir que du jour oil il
a ete transcrit sur Jes registres du con
servateur.

TITLE XXII-OF MORTGAGES*
*In connection with this title see Acts 1908, No. 7 6 ; 1908, No. 2 5 4 ; 1 9 1 0,
No. 2 1 5 ; 1 910, No. 2 3 2 ; 1 9 1 4 , No. 169 ; 1 9 1 6, No. 1 3 3 ; 191 8 , No. 198 (as am.
by 1 9 2 2 , No. 8 1 ; 1 9 2 4 , N o . 2 3 2 ; 1932, No. 189 ; and 1 9 3 6, No. 178) ; 1924, No.
1 1 9 ; 1 92 8 , No. 1 5 7 ; 1932, No. 1 6 6 ; 1934, No. 6 7 ; 1 93 4 , No. 1 9 9 ; 1938, No. 9 6 .
S e e also general comment by redactors, Projet, p. 3 8 1 .

Chapter 1-G ENERAL PROVISIONS

ART. 3278. Mortgage is a right granted to the creditor over
the property of �he debtor for the security of his debt, and gives him
the power of havmg the property seized and sold in default of payment.
RCC-HJ68, 2016, 3095, 3182 et seq., 318G, 3279 et seq., 3286, 3364, 3398
3 5 5 6 ( 2 0, 2 1 ) . CP-61 et seq., 2 7 5 ( 6 , 7 ) , 648, 732 et seq. Acts 1918, No. 1 9
(as am. by 1922, No. 8 1 ; 1924, No. 2 3 2 ; 1932, No. 1 8 9 ; and 1936, No. 1 7 8 ) .
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